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M SU opposes
school at PCC
Board fights
Governor's
proposc:U
BY jENNY WOHLLEB
EoiTOR·IN·CHIEF

Murray State University's
Board of Regents took a position on the battle between
MSU
and
Paducah
Community College over the
location of a proposed polytechnic school during its meeting Saturday.
Phillip Lanier, regent from
Louisville, made the proposal
to establish the school at
Murray State rather than
Paducah, where Gov. Brereton
Jones has pledged his support.
The Board asserted cooperation, not duplication, was the
key to success in this situation.
"The Board of Regents at
Murray State University
expresses the opinion that the
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•· in"idditkm: to budpt talk
lUt '"kend~ the Board of
Regent. ·held a lengthy die·
· •cusaion about proposals on a
S percent housing and dining fee increase, otTe~ discounts to the children of fac-

atatr members for
)lousing and freezing room

··w ty and

rates for upperclassmen
after'tbeir sophomoN year.
Occupancy of residence

":

halls is down to 75 percent
this ·semester and .. the '
University is looking for
ways tQ increase it.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, and Jim Baurer~
director of the Curris
Center, said they would like
to get occupancy up to 90
percent.
Baurer said the money
from the fee increases could
be used for major mainteSee FEES/18

establishment of a polytechnic that great cost can be avoided
institute
at
Paducah through cooperative efforts,"
Community College would cre- the proposal read.
ate unnecessary duplication of
programs and facilities, and
See POLYTECHNIC/18
A physical plant employee plows off the walkways t hrough t he Q uad W ednesday evening.
They attacked the snow and Ice around campus before it could became a problem.

Faulty wire
blamed for
power failure
BY KELLY MENSER
NEWS EDITOR

Keith Payne. junior from Louisville, pumps iron in Carr Health. A weight room is only one of many
features Carr Health offers students.

Carr Health offers
more than a gym
BY

Scon NANNEY

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With sweat rolling down his face, freshman
Tony Gray of Marion, ill., concentrates on flexing his muscles while pumping a dumbbell in
his left hand.
Like many other Murray State University students, Gray is taking advantage of the athletic
facilities offered at the Carr Health Building.
"I come over here about six times a week to lift
weights, play basketball or I find something else
to do," Gray said. "It is a tool that I can use to
help get away from classes for a little while."
Equipment managers at Carr Health, Steve
Duncan and Steve Goodman, who have been
employed at Carr Health for a combined 29
years, have experienced the recreational activi-

ties that the building's facilities provide.
"For as long as the buildi.:ilg has been arotind.,
it has done a good job at meeting the students'
recreational needs," Duncan said.
Goodman, who has worked at the facility for
14 years, has seen many changes within the
building.
"They have put new floors in the North and
South gyms and have made improvements at
the swimming pool," Goodman said.
In addition to improving the building itself,
Goodman said that the administration has also
added new classes to its curriculum.
•Along with the CPR classes and many health
classes, they have added aerobics courses and a
See HEALTH/18

Innovative method ...
...

The early morning darkness
of the Murray State University
campus was extended for several hours Monday when a
transformer failed, causing
several buildings to suffer a
power outage.
Charles Outland, assistant
director of facilities management, said the failure occurred
at 3 a .m . Monday. After
switching to a standby transformer, a cut-off switch was
blown, knocking power out of
14 buildings on campus.
Outland said maintenance
workers were called in immediately and discovered that the
problem lay in a manhole near
Lovett Auditorium. He said a
wire had burned in half.
Most buildings were running
at full power by 8 :30 a .m.,
Outland said. But the Lowry
Center and Sparks and
Faculty halls remained powerless until around 10 a.m.
Holding out the longest was
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Outland said power
was not restored there until 9
p.m . Monday.

Love tree dies...

Ken Wolf, history professor, is utilizing class discussion so students can express
themselves to him and
other students.

Dancing Divas...

MSU's historic Shoe Tree was cut
down over Christmas.
A new tree was
adopted to continue
the tradition.
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Outland commended facilities
management employees for
their persistence.
"Several of them were out
there working from 3 a.m. to
midnight," Outland said.
He said Tuesday's power outage in some parts of the town
was not related to the
University's failure the day
before. However, he said
Oakhurst and security were
affected by Tuesday's failure.
Students and faculty in the
buildings which did not regain
power for some time experienced minor difficulty Monday.
David Earnest, English professor, said the lighting from
windows was adequate to conduct his HUM 252 class which
met at 9:30 Monday
"Unfortunately, however, I
was unable to copy and administer a 'reading reward' quiz,"
he said.
Amy HeTndon, junior from
Mayfield and member of
Earnest's class, did not seem
too concerned about the miSBed
quiz or the power situation.
"I wouldn't say it was very
disturbing," Herndon said. "It
would have been a better deal
if classes were cancelled."

MSU's dance team will once
again be performing
in the OVC basketball
tournament being
held in Nashville.

14

Regents
request
budget

options
BY jENNY W OHLLEB
EOOOR-IN-CHIEF

The Board of Regents
seDt administrators back to

the budget drawing board .
Saturday, asking for more
alternatives.
•1 believe the regents
wanted to see some alternatives instead of having
one choice presented to
them," said Brian Van
Hom, student regent.
John Fitzgibbon, interim
vioe president of University
relations and administrative services, said the
Board was interested in
haTing more options that
micht provide a salary
increase greater than 2
percent for faculty and

staff.
'Ibis is the second time
administrat-ors are reworking the budget guidelines.
'Jhere was a scramble to
make changes after Gov.
Brereton Jones made his
See BUDGET/18
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Wilderness area conservation work
The Student Conservation Association is offering
approximately 1,000 expense-paid positions nationwide
throughout 1994 in resource management and environmental
education.
The 12-week resource assistant program for men and women
18 and older includes on-the-job training, housing, living and
travel expenses and the potential to receive academic credit.
The deadline for a March - April position is Jan 15; for a May
- July position, March 1; for an Aug - Sept position, June 1.
For information call (603) 543-1700 or FAX, (603) 543-1828.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, Feb. 11
• Recital · Laura Schumann will have a violin recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall.
• Truck pull · A truck pull and monster truck crush will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at West Kentucky Exposition Center (Feb. 11 and 12). Call (901)-885-4793
for more lnfonnatlon.
• Play· Playhouse In the Park presents Death of a Salesman at 8 p.m. In
Murray City Park.

Saturday, Feb. 12

Glacier Park summer jobs

• Rifle match · MSU's rifle team will host a qualifying match for the NCAA
championship (Feb. 12 and 13). Call 762·6951 for more infonnation.
• Concert - Silk, 8 p.m. in Racer Arena.

Approximately 900 college students from across the country
are being sought for summer jobs at Glacier Park in Montana.
Jobs include a large variety of hotel positions such as hotel
front desk, room attendants, cooks, wait persons and bus drivers.
Some students also participate in the guest entertainment. The
highest demand is for employees who can work through late
September and early October. Internships are available for
hotel/restaurant, culinary arts, travel/tourism and accounting
majors.
Call Brad Parker at (602) 207-1049.

Sunday,Feb.13
• Play· Playhouse in the Park presents DBSth of a Salesman at 2 p.m. in
Murray City Park.

Monday, Feb. 14
• Fun Flicks · Fun Flicks will be hoSied by the University Center Board in
the Dance Lounge of the Curris Center from noon to 6 p.m. Call762-6951
for more infonnation.
• Childre n's Play · Androcles and the Uon will be performed at 9:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. (Feb. 14 • 16). Admission Is $1 . Call 762·4422 for more
infonnation.
• Interview · J.C. Penney Co. Call 762-3735 for more information.
• Movie • A Raisin In th6 Sun, 7:30p.m. In Currls Center Theater.
• Rush · Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Rush at 6 p.m. In Currls Center
Cumberland Room.

Russian course
A course in conversational Russian will meet Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 6 to 8 p.m. in room 400 of Faculty
Hall. This eight-week course runs from March 7 through April
27, with an introductory meeting on Feb. 21. The course fee is
$90 . To register or for additional information, contact John B.
Griffin at 762-2160.
This Russian course is part of the community education's
non-credit program and is designed for people planning to travel
to Russia or doing business with Russian firms.

Tuesday,Feb.15

Sierra Club
The Great Rivers Group of the Sierra Club will meet on Feb.
15 at 7 p.m . in the Currie Center. After a brief business meeting,
a slide program will be presented by Sam and Bonnie McNeely of
their summer 1993 trip to Iceland.
Membership information will be available at the meeting. If
you are unable to attend, contact John Waldman at 436-5405.

Grants
Two $500 grants will be offered to Murray State University
female students who will be seniors in the fall semester of 1994.
The deadline for submission is Aprill. For more
information call Sue Roberts at 527-8702.

Ct«&s Tn.FOIID/Staff

laura Schumann practices for he r recital tonilht at 8 p.m .
in Farrell Recital HaiJ.

Volunteer
Opportunities for students to assist with domestic and
international human development projects are detailed in a free
catalog from Global Volunteers, a private non-profit organization
working in six developing countries, two emerging democracies
and the southern United States.
For a free schedule and group information, please contact
Michelle Gran at Global Volunteers: 1-800-487-1074.

• Deadline • Deadline for scholarship applications and credentials tor high
school seniors. Call 1-800-272-4678 for more information.
• Recital - Berry Kldd gives a saxQPhone recital at 8 p.m. In Farrell Recital
Hall.
• Movie • Menace II Society, 9:30 p.m. in Curris Center Theater.
• Interview · Northwestern Mutual Ufe. Call 762-3735 for more lnfonnation.
• Interview - U.S. Navy Recruiting OffiCe. Call 762-3735 for more
Information.

VWednesday,Feb.16
• Interview - Tombstone Pizza. Call762-3735 for more Information.
• Interview • U.S. Navy Recruiters. Call 762-3735 for more infonnation.
• Movie - Menace II Society, 7 and 9:30p.m. In the Curris Center Theater.
• Screening • Blood pressure screening, 11 :30 to 1 p.m. In Rocking Chair
Lounge.

Thursday, Feb. 17
•Interview ·Tennessee Department of Audi. Call 762~735 for more
infonnation.
• Meeting • A.AJN.A "University Group" Alcohol and Narcotics Abuse
Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6 p.m. In the Currls Center
Mississippi Room.
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Wolf's historical refiner's fire sparks discussion
BY KEltY HICKS
REPORTER

Incr easing
the
student's
responsibility in the learning process
is a goal for history professor Ken
Wolf.
Wolf has refined the way history is
being taught by implementing an
experiment with extensive use of
class discussion.
The object is to increase class
interaction and improve writing and
rewriting skills utilizing class
discussion techniques as well as
lecture.
The difference between this method
and a more traditional method is that
Wolf requires students to not only
communicate their feelings and ideas

solving the p rob lem posed by that
with him, but also
event. After discu ssing sever al
to each other.
options, students are given the actual
Wolf adopted the
solution chosen by the historical
format after he
leaders.
attended the Pew
"The point of it is to get the people
Faculty Fellowship
involved with a period in history,•
and International
Wolf said. "Try to put yourself in their
Affairs at the
place. T r y to to be historically
Kennedy School of
minded."
Government at
Wolf introduced the method to the
Harvard University , Ken Wolf
honors world civilization seminar last
in June, 1993. He
IDC professor
semester. However, this spring, he is
said a main goal of
the fellowship was to increase the also introducing three case studies to
usage of case studies in a classroom his larger introductory level class.
"He helps everyone to talk, even if
setting.
Wolf explained that when using the you're not someone who usually says
case study method, a class is given a lot," said Myka Piatt, a freshman
background information on a enrolled in IDC 152. "I like this class
particular event and is faced with a lot."

An emphasis on writing and
r ewriting papers is a major aspect of
Wolfs format.
*Students learn by writing," Wolf
said, "'and when you put a grade on a
paper too soon, people stop thinking."
Wolf said he enlisted the aid of his
colleagues to critique lesson plans and
give opinions on what to improve
b efor e he introduces them to his
studen ts .
Additionally,
a
representative from the Pew
Fellowship will visit the campus later
this semester to critque a case study
Wolf is writing on Adolf Hitler's rise
to power.
Also later this semester, he will
participate in a panel discussion on
case studies sponsored by Faculty
Resource Center.

Wolf has taught at Murray State for
25 years , and be said using the
discussion method is t he most
exciting thing he has done in t h e
classroom.
"It's a lot of work," Wolf said. "The
whole time you're conduct ing a
discussion, you have to be continually
aware of body language. If students
look bored or confused, you have to
recognize it."
But Wolf said the results are well
worth the extra effort.
"One of the th!ngs that happens is
that people come up with a lot of
options, and that can be a lot of fun,"
he said.
"If nothing else, maybe this can
provoke some discussion on teaching
methods - and that can't be bad."

State·schools seek to ease transfer of gen-ed credits
Common Course Numbering
Task Force to develop a plan
for implementing such a
system and recommending the
necessary legislation to do so.
The task force is composed of
representatives from each of
the universities and from the
Council on Higher Education.
Dur ing its Nov. 8, 1993 ,
meeting, the CHE endorsed
the
task
force's
recommendations
and

BY KELLY M ENSER
NMIS EDITOR

What began as an attempt to
implement a common course
n umbering
system
for
Kentu cky state universities
has developed into a search for
gen eral
education
equivalencies among the
institutions. ·
Last year, Senate Joint
Resolution 36 established a

forwarded them to the
Legislative
Research
Commission.
However, instead of being a
final step as this seems to
imply, Joe Cartwright, MSU's
representative, said it is really
just the beginning.
Cartwright explained that the
group looked at other s t ates
that have implemented a
common course number system
and decided that would not be

the best way for Kent u cky to

eliminate, unnecessary course
work that would be a result of
courses not transferred."
Cartwright said the task force
was designed to deal with the
equivalency of existing general
education courses, not suggest
a core general education
curriculum.
"We're not trying to force
every institution into the same
general education mold,"
Cartwright said. "We're not in

go.

"One of the recommendations
is to develop a cou rse mat rix
for general education courses
so that stu dents will know
clea rly what t h e gener a l
education equivalencies are,"
said Cartwright, dean of th e
College ofHu.manistic Studies.
"The aim here is to make sure
that st udents have ev ery
opportunity to minimize, if not

TAKE THE KEYS

$2
OFF!
Any New

·"'

CAll ACAB.
TAKE ASTANO..

the business of trying t o
impose on the campuses what
general education courses to
offer."
Cartwright said Murray State
already has an equivalency
policy with state community
colleges and works with those
schools to make possib l e
transfer students aware of
course similarities.
He said the task force is
expected to report next fall.
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Task Force·falls
short of obligation
Theoretically, a college education should equip
students not only with the job skills they need to
enter their chosen fields, but also with the life
skills they need to advance in them.
Among those necessary life skills is the ability
to contend with lumbering bureaucracies, endless
frustration and shattering disappointment.
This is perhaps the reason colleges and
universities throughout Kentucky have chosen to
continue the practice of naming and numbering
similar, transferable general education courses
with a happenstance mishmash of indecipherable
code sufficient to confuse even the most
detennined transfer student.
Certainly no other sensible explanation comes
readily to mind.
The proposal by the Common Course
Numbering Task Force to establish course
equivalencies among the state's colleges and
universities might just add to the confusion.
The Task Force was charged by Senate
Resol1:1tion 36 with developing a statewide system
of common course numbering so that course
equivalency agreements for general education
courses would not be necessary. They should have
done what they were charged to do.
The Task Force is made up, for the most part,
of university representatives steeped in the
traditions of academia. Hence, they have chosen
merely to add explanation to the status quo
rather than simplify the process at its source·
Transfer students need a uniform course
numbering system, not more volumes of course
transfer data. The Task Force should give them
what they need.

Admirable alumnus
provides travel fund
Occasionally, quietly, in the background, good
people do great things. Sometimes those people
are alumni of Murray State University. Owen
Wells is one of those people.
Wells, a 1929 graduate of Murray State who
taught political science until he retired in 1972, is
still active in worthwhile campus projects, one of
which is the emergency travel fund he sponsored
two years ago.
This fund, which provides expense money to
students who do not have the cash to get home in
an emergency or to go to job interviews, is just a
small part of the University at large. But to the
people who benefit from it, it is a tremendous
asset in a time of need.
We offer our thanks.

U1 W'llaou Hall
2809 UDivenity Station
Murray State University
Murray, Keutuck;y 4.2071-3303
JeDDifer Wohlleb
Editor in chief

attitude

change
for health

Gun commentary
I would like to set the record
straight on Jenny Wohlleb's
commentary, "Guns no answer
for violence ," in last week's
Murray State News.
The emotional arguments she put
forth against
guns
contained
no
facts and that
typifies
to day's
assault on
law-abiding
gun owners.
I would like
to counter
those arguments.
First,
the
only
"knee-jerk reaction" to the
recent violence is not people
taking responsibility for their
own personal safety, as
Wohlleb suggested when she
reported the increase in gun
sales, but blaming the guns for
it. When are we going to stop
blaming inanimate objects for
all our troubles and make the
criminals pay for what they
are doing?
What is to blame for high
crime rates? Certainly family
values, morals and ethics are
on the decline, but the latest
statistics from the Department
of Justice might prove more
enlightening:

count~red

Seventy percent of all violent
crimes are committed by just 6
percent of criminals. Two out
of three released criminals will
be arrested again within three
years. For every 100 serious
crimes, only five criminals go
to prison.
The conclusion I draw from
this is that criminals have
nothing to fear
from
punishment and that crime is
far too profitable. A real death
penalty, an end to early
paroles, and new prisons, not
hotels for the predators on our
streets, might make their
punishment less desirable .
Banning gun sales would not
do that. It would only make it
safer for the criminals.
It is time for extreme action,
jus t a s Wohlleb said . Th e
criminal justice system has let
America down and it will not
be easy or cheap to fix. We
cannot solve any of our other
problems until crime, and the
fear of it, is dealt with first.
Second, Wohlleb said guns
are dangerous, especially in
the home. I am not going to
deny that accidents happen,
but the National Rifle
Association reports that such
accidents are on the decline
and actually are at their
lowest level in 30 years.
When these accidents
occurred, often the basic rules
of gun safety were ignored.
There are some excellent gun

safety programs available now,
and anyone buying a gun
should take advantage of
them. In my opinion, these
courses are the reason the
accident rates have dropped.
Wohlleb wrote that "if this
(gun buying) continues
someone you love could be the
next one shot because some
gun-toting paranoid is ready to
shoot frrst and ask questions
later in the name of selfdefense.• Dr. Gary Kleck, a
highly respected professor of
criminal justice at Florida
State University, studies the
use of guns by citizens in self- 1
defense. His findings show
that 2.4 million Americana
used
guns
to
defend
themselves in 1992. The
percentage
of
people
mistakenly shot by these
citizens is about 2 percent. The
"error rate" for trained police
officers is 11 percent.
And third, Wohlleb said she
believes guns don't belong in
the hands of citizens,
essentially doing away with
the Second Amendment. "'The
right of the people to keep and
bear arms• was made inviolate
by our forefathers because
they knew what it was like to
live under oppression. Today,
as
then,
the
Second
Amendment stands guard for
the others. If it were taken
away, the First Amendment
would not be far behind.

an

To the editor:
I was listening to the WKMS
program •Down to Earth•
Sunday evening. Dr. Neil
Barnard, author of Food for
Life, was being interviewed,
and I learned a bit of amazing
information. Dr. Barnard shot
down the American Heart
Association's diet plan of
substituting chicken and fish
for meat as a measure to lower
cholesterol levels , thus
reducing the risks of heart
attacks. He stated that ·
chicken, no matter how it is
prepared, contains as much
cholesterol as meat.
In addition, on Monday I
found out something that I
had always believed to be true
was wrong. Walt Schafer, in
his book Stress Management
for Wellness, stated that too
mud credit is given to the
~pe A • penonality as it is
link.M to heart problems. The
1-gotta-have-it-done-nowpertietly personality is not the
key component to high
cholt1terol levels and heart
attacb. That key component,
according to Schafer, is
hostility.
February is National Heart
Mon~h. We all want to live
long, happy, healthy lives and
that involves taking care of
our hearts. But it means more
than healthy eating and
slowing down. It means an
attitude change.
We sing about it, we write
about it, we have set aside
Feb. 14 to proclaim it and
many of ua actually feel it. But
now u a nation we must live
it. Instead of chicken and
vacations to be healthy, what
the world needs now is love,
joy,
peace,
patience,
gendeness, goodness and faith
actiw in our lives.
Happy Valentine's Dayl
Bridget Stuart, Rn.-C
Health Services

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
The deadline for submission
is 4 p.m. Monday prior to
Friday's paper. Submissions
are published as space
allows. The News reserves
the right to edit submissiona to conform with style
and length guidelines.
Letters should be 300
words or less. All letters
must be signed and include
the writer's address and
phone
number
for
verification. Letters signed
by more than one person
will be printed at the staffs
descretion. Printed letters
will be on file at The News
office for public inspection.
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With all the recent violence, do you still feel safe on campus?
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•ves, but I think it's more
dangerous on campus than off.
We have more places for
violence to happen!

• Yes, I still feel safe here,
more so in the daytime than at
night, coming back from the
library."

"Yes, until it gets dark. I have
a couple of night classes and
I 'm always nervous about
walking back from them."

"Yea. I feel safer here maybe
than other places in the
United States."
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Title IX, equal opportunity
•

by Matt Pereboom

Inequalities (disparities) come in many different forms
It seems when kids are grow. ing up all they need is a place
to play. Nothing too impresWhen school began in August, President Ronald J. Kurth was
sive, just somewhere to play
notified
that the Office for Civil Rights had received a complaint
basketball, baseball, socceralleging
sexual discrimination within the University's athletic
whichever they choose that
department.
The unidentified complainant alleges that the
particular day. The only thing
University
denies
female athletes a comparable athletic prothese kids need besides the
gram
on
the
basis
of
sex.
required equipment is a level
The complaint falls under the statutea of Title IX which were
playing field.
established by the Education Amendments of 1972. Specifically,
The same can be said for
Title IX and its implementing regulation prohibit recipients of
these kids when \hey have
federal financial assistance fiom discriminating on the basis of
grown into young adults and
sex
in education programs and activities. The Office for Civil
are fortunate enough to play
Rights
is responsible for enforcing Title IX, among other civil
sports at the collegiate level.
right
statutes.
Unfortunately, level playing
Murray State, under the instruction of the OCR, gathered and
fields can not always be found.
mailed
documents of detailed information concerning Racer athThis is especially true for
letics.
Government
officials made a campus visit in October.
female athletes.
While
in
Murray,
they
toured facilities and interviewed athletic
Title IX was established
more than 20 years ago and is
intended to create this figura- and opportunities as men. effectively accom-modate the
tive field. The regulations pro- Even with this said, the OCR interest and abilities of mem·
vided by Title IX are enforced does not necessarily search for bers of male and female stuby the Office for Civil Rights equality, but equal opportunity dents?
which investigates disparities for the athlete.
• Are the equipment and supat federally-funded instituIn determining whether the plies of equal quality and
tions.
opportunities provided are amount?
The disparities can come in equal, the OCR provides these
• When are games and pracmany forms. The government 11 factors to consider:
tices
schedukd?
states that women should have • Does the selection of sports
the same benefits, privileges and the level of competition • What is the travel and per

MSU does not know results of OCR investigation
administrators, coaches, trainers, managers, tutors, players, etc.
Shortly after the officials returned to their regional headquarters in Kansas City, Mo., they requested members of MSU's
fact-finding team to send more documentation.
The OCR pledged to inform school officials of the investigation's results by mid-January. University administrators have
yet to receive any response and credit the amount of information
sent as th~ cause of the agency's delay. The OCR failed to return
phone calls questioning the delay.
Once the results are in, a lawsuit could be filed against the
school if Title IX violations are found. If there are violations.• the
OCR will likely give the University time to correct the shortcomings in hopes of avoiding any lawsuit.
If an educational institution loses a lawsuit, its federal funding can be withdrawn. In all cases to date, however, institutions
found to violate Title IX have agreed to specific plans to comply
with the law rather than lose that funding. '
d~m

allowance?

• Is there equal opportunity to
receive coaching and academic
tutoring?
• How many coaches are
assigned to each sport, and
what is their compensation?
• What kind of locker rooms,
practice areas and competitive
facilit~s are provided?

OCR officials study these factors and many others before
determining their findings. An
institution may fall short in
one category, but still meet the
overall requirements.

If disparities do exist, many
schools justifY them because of
various reasons.
•
According to Playing Fair,
most of these reasons have
been declared unacceptable.
Among them are: revenue-producing capabilities of particular teams; sources of funds ;
athletic association rules; differences in interest or tLbility
between male and female students; differing levels of spectator interest and student or
• Are the medical and training community support.
facilit~s and services equal?
It is not legal for universities
• What are the housing and to disguise inequalities behind
dining facilities?
the veil of commercialism.
• What type of publicity does
The fact that one sport
each sport receive?
enjoys more gate receipts does
• How is financial assistance
not justify preferential treatdetermined?
ment. The difficulty arises
The questions reflect the dif- when the differences must be
ficulty of the regulations.
defined.

Changes to conte, but
what will they be?
Although Murray State has
yet to hear the results of its
own OCR investigation, it is
likely the school ~have to
make adjustments if it hopes "
to avoid a lawsuit.
Unfortunately, MSU cannot
afford to make changes without cutting from athletic programs. This creates an irony.
The University must spend
money it does not have if it
hopes to keep the federal funding that is already not enough
to support it.
Without the benefit of talking to an OCR investigatOr, I
would expect the agency to
"suggest" at least three immediate changes. These changes
could cost as much as
$100,000. I realize this is not a
pleasant thought in the midst
of such belt-tightening times
but here goes.

0
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Despite money involved, athletics
should not be treated as business
Head women's tennis coach Connie
Keasling is not displeased with what
Murray State provides her and her players. Keasling's greatest desire is for MSU
to offer the same beginning point for every
sponsored sport.

•1 understand that some sports are
going to earn more money through donations than others. What I want is for every
sport to be able to get equal travel and per
diem allowances, etc.," Keasling said. "111
take the responsibility to earn whatever
else we want. I just think we should all be
starting from the same point."

From January to November of 1993,
more than $100,000 had been earmarked
through donations for the men's basketball progrp.m, while the women's basketball team had received $600.

programs," Rayburn said. "This is very
unfortunate, because people who give
money to men's basketball don't neceBSarily dislike other sports. They are just more
interested in men's basketball."

Bill Rayburn, assistant director for
alumni programs and athletic giving,
believes the discrepancy in donations may
cause problems if gender equity becomes
reality.

Despite the great sums of money
involved in college athletics, head volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin hopes people
realize that university sports are not a
form of capitalism.

"it is possible that we will have to turn
down donations in the future if comparable amounts are not given for the other

"College sports are not businesses. It is
a matter of equal opportunity for the student-athlete," Bowlin said.

and
women's
basketball
did not
havea
media
guide ..
until the
end of
January.
This

should
not happen
again.

There is
nota single person
paid from the athletic budget
that does not work hard to
meet their responsibilities, but
the women's basketball coach
should not help with hjs own
media guide. His or her contact with the media guide
should be constrained to
,
First
graxding interviews and selecting pictures. Here's hoping
Murray has two full-time
coaches can concentrate on
trainers. Granted, they do
coac:hinr.
receive help from student
Noo.e of these changes would
workers, but this could not
be
easy or inexpensive, but
have made the OCR officials
theymigbt
soon be required.
very happy. It is next to imposThe
University
should look
sible during the football seato
take
a
proactive
stance (if
son for trainers employed now
that
is
still
possible)
in an
to attend to men's and
effort
to
close
obvious
dispariwomen's golf, men's and
ties.
women's tennis, men's and
Obio Valley Conference
women's cross country and
cousin
Morehead State has
volleyball.
proposed eliminating football
as a scholarship sport in hopes
of meeting the gender equity
Second
requirements before they
The volleyball program as a
becCIIle the law of the land.
whole should be upgraded. The
I am not suggesting MSU
sport's budget, especially the
drop scholarship football by
recruiting budget, must
any means. What I am proposincrease. It's difficult to travel, ing ia that the University work
pay a head coach, a full-time
hard to create some form of
assistant and recruit on just
equ.lity. Right now the school ,
more than $90,000.
is OJiy responsible for providIn fact, it is so difficult, voling equal opportunities. This
leyball is not able to employ a
is fule until gender equity
full-time assistant.
arri-.es - and equal will then
me.nequal.
Uader Title IX, it is not necThird
ess.Uy a problem that the
The female sports need their football budget is $808,902,
while the women's total budget
own information director.
(excluding track and rifle) is
Maybe women•s basketball
$384,189. When gender equity ;
does not have many media
laws are passed it will be a
•
requests, but it does deserve a
problem - and changes will
media guide published in a
have to be made.
timely manner. I understand
the athletic department went
Here's hoping MSU .makes
through some changes at a
the changes necessary to be at
crucial period during the pubthe forefront of the gender
lishing process, but both men's equity movement.
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Task force recommends teacher prep changes
BY jANICE M. FULPS

AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The implementation of the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act in 1990 necessitated great
change in all levels of the
education system of the
Commonwealth.
However, how these changes
were to come about were not
at first so clearly defined.
In
particular,
some
vagueness existed concerning
how
already-practicing
teachers and students in
teacher preparation programs
would prepare themselves to
build a "world-(:lass education
workforce for the 21st
century,,. as is proposed by
KERA.
Gov. Brereton Jones realized
the need for guidelines
concerning KERA-related
teacher preparation. As a
result, Jones established the
Task Force on Teacher
Preparation on July 13, 1993.
Within four months and six
meetings, the task force
produced a list of 25

Weaver said that the college
of education has spent an
average of $30,000 a year to
send faculty to KERA meetings
and conferences.

recommendations.
These recommendations
were presented in a public
hearing on Nov. 4, 1993.
Janice Weaver, dean of the
Murray State University
College of Education, said she
thought the recommendations
were based on a good premise.
"The intent was to try to
make a coherent rational
system between the needs of
the schools, the higher
education training preparation
inatitutions and the varying
governing bodies,• Weaver
said.
The task force did this
through representation from
the Council on Higher
Education, the Kentucky
Education
Professional
Standards Board and the State
Melissa FarnunVStaff
Board for Elementary and Lewis Bossing, far right, chairman of the department of elementary and secondary education,
Secondary Education.
implements new techniques to help prepare the teachers of the future In his EDU class.
"Each had both a legitimate
interest and a role in either force was to ensure that from
"We have to be constantly
VVeaver
said
these
the preparation or the beginning preparation through suggestions will not be a far modifying programs," she said.
continuing growth
and a teacher's career, those in the stretch for MSU educators who "All along, since 1990, if
development of teachers, ,. teaching field are able to have been consistently adding something went into KERA, we
Weaver said.
implement KERA and to stay KERA pqlicies to their courses had to show them and teach
them."
since 1990.
She said the goal of the task up to date as things change."

...

Also, the recommendations
published .by the governor's
task force include new ideas
concerning assessment.
Weaver said this means that
a student in the teacher
preparation program will
continue to receive a
performance-based education.
"From beginning to end of
your experience at the
University, we find out not
only what you know and
understand, but what you can
do with what you know and
understand, and how well you
can do it: she said.
Overall, Weaver said she
thinks Murray State's college
of Education is ahead of other
institutions in implementing
the recommendations, which
she said are going to be made
into law under a Senate Joint
Resolution sponsored by State
Senator Ed Ford.

RALPH WOODS MEMORIAL AWARD

"'.

Established to honor students who have made an outstanding
contribution in service and leadership
Shoe Box Greeting Cards
Recordable Cards
Record Your Own Message!

CRITERIA

• Must be a December ·g3 or
• Must indicate Leade sh·

Tee Shirts and Boxers

~

in campus activities

• Must be a person who promotes

Russea Stover Candies

graduate

~

Hallmark Miniatures
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Applications can be pickt:ld up in the Student Government Office

Fresh Flowers on Feb. 12

r

Must be submitted by noon Friday, Mar. 4

Even Valentine's Gifts
For Your
Littlest Valentine!

~EADMORE

HART DELI

BOOK-N-CARD \~·
Chestnut Hills
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announce our
new members

Judy Bean
Healther Cadwell
Whitney Dye
Leslie Fletcher
Amanda Jones
Lynn Petty
Kathleen Robinson
Renah Rushing
DonnaSirls
Leslie Stagg
Anna Sturgeon
Shana Sutherland
Michelle Taylor
Kate Thompson

,
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WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU!
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No time to spare?
We can help.
Pony Express, Fast Tracks and Hart Deli
specialize in quick meals for the student on
the go. Whether you're on the run between
classes or just don't feel like a sit down meal,
Food Services can help you save a little time!
Both board plans and declining balance are
welcome .
RACER
FOOD
service
~.~
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Women's Center offers
resources, counseling

7
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faculty and student exchanges
•
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•

•

programs available at
Murray State University,

BY JANICE ·M. fULPS
BY DENISE MONTAGUE

•
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Not only can ltudenta and

Aa the job manet· becomes ' Some of the more popular ' faculty
gob totnh group
·1ncreasmg
· 1.
·
·
·
programs
:
'nclude
the
.
proarams,_,
u
ere are
1
y compet1t1ve,
·
Students must show more for COoperative Center tor Study several direct ex.change
themselves than just a in
Britain
and
the programa CIP &dvertiaes.
college d.,egree. One of the ISenmt~:~~.ional B,~sinese · Marcie Johnson, actina

In this age of .AIDS, sexual
harassment and date rape,
information dealing with
current sexual questions may
be hard to find. However,
.aspecte many employerS are
.........
director of the Center for
Murray State University
now eeeking in prospective
The CCSB offers two five- International Programs, wd
students and faculty now have
employees is experience week summer terms and a the exch•np1 do not alWays
access to resources dealing
livipg abroad.
, .
two-week prograp:~ in LOndon have to occur on an
with many of today's sexual
" T.he
Center · · for during Christmas break 'immediate-orii-to-one basis.. ,
issues.
International Programs, annually. Kenneth Tucker,
In addition to the France
Tlie Murray State Women's
houaed on the aec:ond floor of professor
of English, exchange, CIP aao baa direct
Center now offers resource
.:•·the Lowey Center, fuJictions participated in the progr8.Dl .. exchanaea in Australia, ,
materials such as books,
· ' ill' part to publicize and to last year' as: a tea~r. Ron' :'c oata Rica. England,
videotapes and pamphlets for
promote to faculty and Cella,
chair
of the Finland~ Germany, Japan,
interested students and
students
the
many
study
department
of
English,
will Kenya and the former
Michelle Stinnett/Staff
faculty.
exchange , participat~ during the : Yugoelavia.
.
. ••:
. ·-·· .
While much of the available Brent Mruez:, craduate student In clinical psycholoiY, displays
mate~i~l is. geared toward the many resources available to students and faculty at the
women s
lSsues,
many ·women's Center. Mruez: is runnlnc the Center this semester.
resources may also be helpful
to men. Books and pamphlets such as What group for victims of rape and sexual abuse, said
Women and Men Should Know About Date Brent Mruez, a graduate assistant who is
11
STAFF REPORT
lt was thought that aince we were an
Rape, Adults Molested as Children: A Survivors running the Center while director Kim Barrett
Because
of
the
recent
local
controversy
institution
of higher education, we had a
Manual for Men and Women and Man to Man: is on sabbatical.
concerning
the
movie
Menace
II
Society,
the
responsibility
to make sure that we were not
When Your Partner Says No may be checked out
The
group
meets
every
Thursday
and
is
still
University
Center
Board
will
sponsor
a
panel
endorsing
this
movie~"
Morgan said.
by students and faculty. Videotapes may be
accepting
members.
Interested
students
should
discussion on violence following the movie's 7
Panelists include Joe Chaney, assistant
watched in the Center. Among the videos
available are Rape is Not Just a Women's call Renee Duncan at 762-3539 for more p.m. showing in the Currie Center Theatre professor, political lcience, criminal justice and
information.
Wednesday.
legal studies; Ra Stockard, campus ministries;
Problem and Gender Issues in the U.S.A
In addition, counseling is available for
Jeanie Morgan, director of student activities, John Dillon, assistant profeuor, journalism and
Many MSU students were not aware of the survivors of rape. For more information, call said UCB decided to hold the panel discussion 1 radio-TV; Bill Allbritten, director, Counseling
Mruez at 762-6851.
after killings by Paducah teenagers were linked and Testing Center; David Harrington,
Center's offerings.
"I have never even heard of the Women's
The Women's Center is located in Room 201 of to the movie. While the panel discussion will be Calloway County attorney; and several
Center," said DeEdra Martin, senior from Ordway Hall. The resource Center is open from open to the public, only Murray State students.
Eddyville. •But I believe that offering resources noon to 5 p.m. on Mondays and Fridays and 8 University students with valid IDs will be
The discussion will be moderated by Frank
is a good idea.•
a.m. to 10 p.m. on Thursdays. For more admitted to the 9:30p.m. showing Tuesday and Julian, uaociate profel801' of political science,
The Women's Center also offers a support information, call 762-6851.
criminal justice and legal studies.
to Wednesday's showing.
D
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Colony seeking a few good men.
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LTr Rush
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For more information call 753-5467 or 753-3511

The sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
are proud to present the
Beta Psi Pledge Class-

LIFE HOUSE CARE CENTER FOR

,..
IlL

l:

T

r

FREE

Now open Mondllys until 8p.m.

~ Pre~ancy ~es~s
Across From I &T Bullding
(All Serv1ces Conf1dent1al) -~ 753-0700
past abortion support groups~ 1506 Chestnut

on a successful rush!
You did an aweso~e job!
Love,
Your sisters in
A ha Omicron Pi

With Sidney Pottier

Sponsored by
Kappa Alpha Psi, Fraternity, Inc.

FREE ADMISSION
You've already made us proud, and we're
looking forward to an exciting semester!
AIA love and ours, Your sisters

Feb. 14
7:30p.m.
Curris Center Theatre
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Employees directed toward
expanded ·insurance policies

February 1
2:04 p.m.- Julie Smith reported that her purse had been stolen
from the third floor of Wilson Hall.
7:28 p.m. - People were selling perfume in Hart Hall. Racer
Patrol escorted them from the residence hall.
11 :35 p.m.- Firewor1<s were being fired behind Woods Hall.

BY REY CRAIG
STAFF WRITER

February 2
9:42 p.m. - Public Safety responded to a small fire on the east
side of Franklin Hall. No damage was reported.
10:16 p.m. -A female student reported that she was receiving
threatening phone calls. Public Safety Is investigating the matter.

'

TAKE
.
. COVERAGE
'

On Jan. 1, Murray State
University's
insurance
coverage for employees
underwent
substantial
changes. The new program,
called Employees Direct, will
allow full-time, regular
employees to select a benefits
structure tailored to their
needs.
The Employees Direct
program addresses areas in
health care, disability, tax
benefits and life insurance.
Cost increases for the
University insurance plans are
expected to be minimal.
"Murray State is selfinsured, and we are not
expecting the cost for coverage
to dramatically increase," said
Joyce Gordon, director · of
Human Resources.

February 3
3:07p.m.- Facility Management was advised that an elevator
was stuck In Regents Hall.
6:17 p.m. - A resident of the 1000 block of College Courts
reported having problems with the laundry room door.
February 4
12:21 a.m. - A male was reported to have been throwing objects
at a window of Springer Hall.
12:46 a.m.- The fire door window on the second floor of Franklin
Hall was reported broken.
6:11 p.m. - Heating problems were reported by residents of
Room 252 In Springer Hall.
8:32 p.m. - A bench was reported to have been broken on the
south end of the ~strian mall.
February 5
7:58 a.m. - The residents of Room 346 of Hart Hall reported
plumbing problems.
10:57 a.m. - Plumbing problems In the guest roOm of Richmond
Hall were reported.
9:13 p.m. - Jason Huseman reported the theft of his tool box from
his truck while It was pat1<ed in the Industry and Technology Building
parking lot. The value of the stolen tool box was estimated to be
$195.

The new Employees Direct insurance plc,m offers three options and several areas of expanded
coverage for regular full-time MSU employees.

s t'ruct ure
Deductible a
Individual.
Family
Annual Out-of Pocket Limits
Individual
Family
Lifetime .,Maximum
PsychiatriC ·;
·
All Other Services

, Information for Pollee Beat was gathei'fKJ and compiled by Janlce M.
Fulps, assistant MWS editor, from materials available to the public at
the Public Safety office and Murray Pollee Department

B

c

$200
$400

$500
$1,000

$750
$1 ,500

$1 ,200
$2,400

$2,000
$4,000

$2,500
$5,000

$25.000
$1,000,000

$25,000
$1 ,000,000

$25,000
$1 ,000,000
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Soutte: OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Three health insurance options
designated as Options A, B, and C, are
available to employees. The same medical
procedures are covered by all three options
through Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky. Deductible& and maximum outof-pocket expenses differ for each plan.
Employees with no dependents may
choose Option A coverage at no cost.
Deductible& and maximum out--of-pocket
expenses are lowest for this plan.
Employees with dependents/spouse are
provided Option B coverage at no cost.
Option C has the highest deductible& and
out-of-pocket expenses and employees
receive a monthly rebate.
Employees with insurance from another
source may waive the University plan and
receive a rebate of $50 for each month
they forego University insurance.
Employee income used to pay University
health insurance premiums will not be
taxed. Additionally, new medical spending
accounts and dependent day care accounts

February7
3:15a.m. - Central Plant was advised of a power outage on the
south part of campus.
10:58 p.m. - A shower was leaking on the second floor of
Richmond Hall.
11 :50 p.m. - The north exit door of Richmond Hall would not
close.

A

Areas of expanded coverage:
• ~xtenslon o.f supplemental rde insurance
• short·term disability insurance at group rates
• expan~ion of outpatient psychiatric'care services

Options offered

February 6
3:45 p.m. -The fire alarm In Clark Hall was sounded. A resident
had burned his food In the microwave. No damage was reported.
3:52 p.m. - Greg Anderson passed out In the North gym of the
Carr Health Building. An ambulance was dispatched. Anderson was
taken to Murrey-Calloway County Hospital.
10:51 p.m.- The residents of Room 415 of Franklin Hall reported
a water leak.

'•'

·:···

NOLAN B. PATTON/Graphics Designer

combined may allow employees to set
aside up to $8,000 tax free.

licensed or certified by the state in which
he or she practices will also he provided.

Benefit changes

Component developments

The changes in the University's benefits
plans include an extension of the
supplement al life insurance program.
Employees may now supplement their
$10,000 life insurance policy up to the
amount of$250,000.
1994 will be the first year that disability
insurance has been offered at group rates
to regular, full-time University employees.
This will fill gaps in the Kentucky
Teachers' Retirement System and the
Kentucky Employees' Retirement System
by offering short--term disability insurance
in addition to the long-term plans.
1994 also marks the University's
expansion of health insurance coverage in
the area of outpatient psychiatric care
services. The new coverage now includes a
Ph.D. psychologist duly licensed in the
state in which he or she practices. A
psychologist, marriage and family
therapist, or qualified social worker

The components of the Employees Direct
program - health insurance, tax savings,
disability insurance and supplemental life
insurance were developed in
cooperation with the University's
Insurance and Benefits Committee.
The Insurance and Benefits Committee
assists the University during its annual
review of employee insurance and benefits
plans. Health insurance reviews, which
are done every other year, are also
developed in conjunction with the
committee.
Insurance carriers for the Employees
Direct programs vary. Franklin Insurance
Services will administer claims for the
disability programs. Life insurance claims
will be administered by the Medical Life
Insurance Company. Accordia will be the
provider for ~the medical spending
accounts and the dependent day care
accounts.

lnterriational Business Seminars
Stanmer Progacvu
May 16 -June 9
• London, United Kingdo m; Paris, France; Geneva, Switzerland;
lnnsbruck, Austria; Munich & Stuttgart, Germany; Brussels,
Belgulm
• Interact w ith top level executives from such organizations as
Xerox, Coopers & Lybrand, Rolex, Nestle, BMW, Mercedes,
Club Med , Digital Eqlpment, and seven others.
• Eam three hours credit.

To find out more contact: Dr. Gary Brockway
Dept. of MGT 6: MKT
762-6202
Experience the

GL-~-..BAL VILLAGE
Murray State University

Order of 001ega
Applications ·clre , Que March 8
as -welt·.as Greek man and
Greek Wolllan· of the ·- year.
Applications can be pieked up
in Ross Malone's office in
Ordway Hall, or by calling
Jay Morg~n at 753- 1848.
" :'·

!.'

~:'

All Greek Ass.e mbly
Wednesday, April 6 at
7:30 in Lovett Auditorium

ideo
Gold
300 minutes • $25 plus t ax
90 minutes • $10 plus t ax
30 minutes • $4 plus t ax
Monday-Thursday
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday -Saturday
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday
Noon- 10 p.m.

759-4944
1206 Chestnut
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Films supplement IDC text
HISTORICAL FILMS SHOWN .

BY jENNIFER DICKERSON
REPORTER

To help IDC 102 students, the department of history is offering
video presentations _that relate to chapters in the course's :,: .::
textbook, The films will be shown in Room 201 of Faculty tlalf..an~
will be repeated at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. Sundays on MSU-TV 1L
., .
The following is a list of videos to be shown through Febi'U(ilry Z4: ,

!DC 102 students can now
earn class credit while
watching television in their
dorm rooms or homes.
The historical films that are
intended to supplement the
material from me 102 courses
are being shown in video labs
and on MSU TV-11. The films
are intend~d to coordinate with
the course content around the
time that it should be covered
in class. Students receive
different amounts of credit or
extra credit depending upon
the policy of their instructors.
Robert Lochte, director of
MSU TV-11, said this is the
first time that me films have
been shown on the channel.
"This is an overall attempt to
work with general education
classes and to use MSU TV-11

·:·;·.·.;.

'

• E~bcuary 16 aog 17
..
2:00 The West and the Wider World, 1500~1800 (27)
2:40.Trye Making of Russia, 1480·1860 (27)

::.

...

• Eebruarv 23 and 24
2:00 The Making of the United States, 1776 1890 (27)
2:40 The Drive for Power (52)
4

Souroe! MSU DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

NOLAN B. PAITON/Graphics Designer

for the community,• said
Lochte.
Ken Wolf, IDC coordinator,
said, "I am very pleased and
grateful that he (Lochte) is
helping make this service

available to more people.• He
explained that the students
living in Murray and Mayfield
will be the ones to benefit from
this service.
Stephanie Mefford, junior

The Sisters of

SACS review on way
STAFF REPORT

from Louisville, said that the
films
were
helpful.
Unfortunately, the fllms were
only shown at Faculty Hall
when she watched them her
sophomore year. She said it
was inconvenient to have to
make a special trip to Faculty
Hall to view the films.

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools will be
on campus for four days starting Monday to examine. the
school for reaccreditation.
"I believe we're in good shape for that," said MSU Provost
James Booth.
SACS members scheduled to visit are the chairman,
Thomas Armstrong, provost of Francis Marion University;
Gerald Lord, executive director of the association; and
several administrators and faculty members from
universities similar to Murray State.
Jack Rose, past president of the association and
superintendent of Calloway County schools, said he thinks
Murray State is well prepared for reaccreditation.
Rose called the accreditation important because specific
programs cannot be aocredited if the University is not.
Every 10 years, MSU faces reaccreditation. University
officials have prepared a self-study, in which various parts
of the school are described and evaluated.
University officials will have a chance Thursday to hear
recommendations from the accrediting group. After the
group leaves, written recommendations will be presented to
the University, and formal reaccreditation will be completed
in December, Booth said. Murray State has five years to
follow up on association recommendations.

Now students will have the
convenience of three different
ways to view the films. The
films are shown at Faculty
Hall on Wednesday and
Thursday afternoons. Then,
MSU TV-11 shows the films
from that week Sunday
evenings at 6 and 9. The films
are put on reserve in
Waterfield Library after their
last television showing.
Wolf said the films are
distributed through PBS and
other high-quality sources.

Over 6,000 movies,
300 Super
Nintendos, and
Sega Genesis

Central Center
(Beside Kroger)

welcome their newest Alp~~~ to the "First and Finest!"
----~
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We love you!

Your new sisters in

A~IT

MORE FOR MONDAY
RENT ANY MOVIE OR NI.NTENDO ON MONDAY AND RE11JRN IT ON WEDNESDAY

TWO FOR TU SDAY

Monday -Thursday: 10 a.m. • 10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday: 10 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sunday: Noon - 8 p.m.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Auto

rr~

Life

Home~ Health

Bt.Wneu

Annuities

A INd.iUort ill auwte.
.U.C. lNI

Cheaper by the 1/2 dozen

Get the credit tou deservewith the GE Class1c MasterCarcL.
01
70

The GE Classic MasterCard is the eduated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
I APR you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR
for the first year with a low 16.9% vanable APR thereafter.
That means that even 1f you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due. you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

99

NO ANNUAL FEE!

While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more.
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay JUst for putting our card in
your wallet.

This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial servkes
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues"•n program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to -40% on everything from COs to travel.

The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated
choice.
your maH.
Look for an application on campus or it't
It's required reading that can give you the credit you deserve.
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6 Pairs

of Ladies dress & casual shoes

99
All Sales Final • No Exchanges

10
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Love
tree
sheds
its
soles

LIFE

·.~

-

Above, Murray State University's historic love tree, which bore shoes belongIng to couples who met and married while
attending Hurray State, was cut down
during Christmas break. Above right,
Gary Harris, groundsman, pulls a shoe
from the 70-year-old sugar maple, which
served as a sign of unity for lovers.
Facilities management officials said the
tree was intentionally set on fire during
the summer of 1993. The fire and the fact
that the tree had been deteriorating for
several years prompted facilities manapment to cut it down. Below right, a pile of
shoes from the old Shoe Tree was placed
at the base of what has now become the
new Shoe Tree. Two couples selected the
adjacent tree in order to maintain the
Shoe Tree tradition.

'

Campus' PDA, visitation rules
less strict than 50 years ago
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

With Valentine's Day almost
among us, students have
begun to formulate their plans
for meeting their sweethearts
between or after classes
Monday to exchange heartshaped candy boxes and cards.
Everyone knows these
Valentine's Day meetings will
not pass without lovers sneaking kisses between classes.
This is not high school and students will not be "written up"
for public displays of affection
(PDA).
While actions such as these
are common, acceptable and

-

unquestioned today on Murray
State University's campus,
similar student actions in the
1940s were neither accepted
nor tolerated.
An editorial from a 1940
issue of The West Kentuckian
newspaper
discouraged
Murray State students'
exchanges of kisses in public.
The editorial was prompted
when two Murray State students were locked "in bearhug,
chase-me-around-the-sofa fashion" at the corner of Sixth and
Main Streets.
The editorial said state police
officials were present at the
secene while traffic was tied up
until the students could

-untangle" themselves.
The West Kentuckian said,
"'we moan, we cringe, we sicken
at the spectacles of our modern
Murray State co-eds ... in the
public exhibitions of osculatory
demonstrations within the past
two months."
The editorial prompted then
President James H. Richmond
to call a special campus-wide
chapel service to say, "If I see
or have reported to me a single
instance like that, I'll expel the
individual guilty of it."
While this may seem harsh
and ridiculous to current
Murray State students, it was
a rule the president imposed to
correct what he called stu-

dents' "common, vulgar and
disgraceful" behavior.
Joe Green, associate director
of Public Safety, said the "no
affections rule" of the 1940s
was eliminated by the late
1950s, but MSU's housing visitation regulations existed until
1974, Paula Hulick, housing
director said.
Hulick said visitation was
virtually nonexistent in residence halls throughout the
1940s. Males were not allowed
in female residence halls and
vice versa. Females could only
receive male guests in public
areas, she said.
In later years, however, students were allowed four days

per academic year, such as
Homecoming or holidays, during which opposite sex visitors
were permitted in residence
halls.
During those years, female
students had curfews, all students were required tO sign out
of the residence hall when they
went home for the weekend,
and students could not miss
curfew more than a set number
of times.
Frank Julian, associate professor of legal studies, was
vice- president of Murray State
in 1974 and was in part
responsible for changes that
occurred in the visitation policy.

He said prior to 1974, students were •campused," which
essentially meant they were
"grounded" or required to
spend one night or a weekend
in their room, if they missed
curfew more than the number
of times allowed.
Additionally, if a student was
caught with a member of the
opposite sex in his room ,
Julian said it was mandatory
that the student be expelled.
It is safe to say Murray State
today has an extremely liberal
visitation policy. Students who
believe the policy is too strict
should get the opinion of someone who lived on campus during the 1940s.

Military wife spends holiday alone Non-traditionals
As the wife of a military
man, I have not spent
Valentine's Day with the one I
r---_..,......,.._.,...,...., love for the
past two
years. I will
not again this
year because
my husband
has been, and
is, deployed
somewhere
elSe in the
world at this
time of the
year.
No
mushy cardS,
no chocolate,
no flowers

and (gag) no fuzzy stuffed animals forme.
What do I get? I get 364
other days of the year full of
real love - minus, of course, the
days the Army sees fit to take
my husband away from me to
serve his country. On those
days I carry his love in my
heart.
So ladies, I know it's nice to
get those cliche gifts, but this
Valentine's Day give it up!
Think about it ... Valentine's
Day is really overrated Why
do men have to show their love
only on this one particular
day? Shouldn't love continue
throughout every day of the
year?

I don't know about you lovebirds out there, but the love I
receive doem't come in a cardboard box or a vase or any
other tangible form. It is a feeling that comes from deep down
in my heart that warms me up
on cold nights, hot ones too,
and makes my hands sweat
and gives me butterflies in my
stomach rather than a stomach
ache from all that candy!
I know Hallmark makes a
fortune on Valentine cards,
Valentine candy and Valentine
paraphernalia, but I prefer the
words that come out of my husband's mouth rather than the
ones that came off of a printing
press created by someone who

;

....

doesn't even know me.
I don't know about you, but
there is nothing more touching
than a man that knows how to
say how he feels - someone not
afraid to open his heart.
Men who haven't found this
approach successful yet should
really take this word of advice
... learn how to speak your
mind. It will save you a few
dollars and your sweetheart
will really·be impressed. It also
makes for a better relationship
beleieve it or not!
Look, flowers and candy
come and go ... love stays forever.
I love you, Mark, you hunk of
burning love!

host dance tonight
BY jENNIFER STEWART
AssiSTliNT COillG£ lifE EOITOit

Non-traditional students
at Murray State University
now have the opportunity to
participate in "traditional"
Valentine's;Day activities.
At 7 p.m. tonight in the
Currie Center Ballroom the
Student
Go'\1ernment
Association and Never Ever
Too Old are jointly sponsoring an early Valentine's
Dance for non-traditional

students and guest&.
Lauren Ballard, vioe-pret~
ident of NETO, said the
dance is free and refreshmente will be available to
non-traditional students.
11
The dance is something
for a11 non-traditional students, not just NETO Diem·
bers," Ballard said. "It,a
something for them to get
out and do."
Non-traditional and commuter week will be held later
this aemester.
I

:.
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Peers promote protected sex
Bv: JENNIFER STEWART
AssiSTANT COLL.£GE LIFE EDITOR

Are you comfortable with
condoms?
Well, if your answer is no, or
even if it is yes, Murray State
University's student health
services can help.
Monday kicks off National
Condom
Week.
Louise
Anderson, staff nu rse and
health educator, said the Peer
Health Educators, volunteer
students trained in group
communication skills, will be
on hand Monday at the Curris
Center Rocking Chair Lounge
t o provide information on
AIDS, sexually transmitted
diseases and safe sex.
•we're trying to promote a
number of things, such 88 the
safest sex is no sex," Anderson

said.
She said the health
CONDOM AWARENESS WEE~
./" .
educators will be g1v1ng
suggestions on how to have a
National Condom Week is celebfted.every February 14 rela tionship without sex.
t
'~. .
\.
However, she said, if sex is a
21 . The following are some facts_.to. think about this•week;
part of a rel ationship, it is
.)\ ., '· ....f... ./.......,
(
•critical to be comfortable with
• Sexual Intercourse .bccurs }1~o .~ill:on times a d.~Y.
condoms."
• 910,000 result
ea9h day.
•The safest kind of
interaction is to talk to one
• 350,000 result
in the transference
_..
.
#"'otSTDs each day.
another," ahe said.
• Approxlmately 90% of recent cases of, AIDS in adUlts were a
In a ddition to the Curris
'\_l., . ~ ...___
/'~
JJ
Center a ctivities, Anderson
result of ~e~~t~r~~~·
~-"'fc~
said the Peer Educators will be
doing presentations for Source: WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
'/c•l
different organizations on
NOLAN B. PA TTON/Graphic5 Designer
campus such 88 the Residence
Hall Association and the other," she said. -when we can the University of California at
Student
Government talk to one another, we'll be Berkley. Today , National
better equipped to make Condom Week involves over
Association.
11
They will be presenting healthy decisions."
350 universities, educational
games and scenarios designed
National Condom Week organizations and family
to get people to talk to each began in 1978 by students at planning clinics across t he

!'

i~~n~p~~~

J
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United States and Canada.
"Our challenge is people
have the information but they
haven't changed their actions,"
Anderson said.
She said about 85 percent of
college students are aware of
the risks of unprotected sex
but still do not use condoms.
Ronna Gill, senior from
LOuisville, said because of all
the diseases out there ,
National Condom Week is a
good idea.
*I think Valentine's week is a
good t ime to have it because
Valentine's Day is the time of
the year when people want to
show their love for one
another;" Gill said.
Shaley Baird, senior from
Birmingham, Ala., said there is
a need for condom awareness
because student s need to know

both the necessity for and the
falsehoods about condoms.
"I read an interview with the
president of a condom company
and he said if h e was
diagnosed HIV-pos itive, h e
would not have sex with his
wife using a condom because
he felt she would not be
protected enough by it ," Baird
said.
Michael Haney ,
nontraditional student from
Murray, said college students
are not educated enough in an
organized manner.
•students are educated by
word of mouth and they really
need to be educated in a mor e
organized way,• Haney said.
Condoms are free to students
at student health services and
are available by the Kentucky
Health Department.

'Happy Days'
Silk, 95 South to perform Saturday night at Racer Arena
BY: jOSH WILKES
R£PORTtR

~ realized not everyone likes

The soulful rhythm and blues act
Silk will croon full blast Saturday
night at Racer Arena. The Atlantabased quintet will be featured with
the popul ar rap group 95 South,
coiners of the unceasingly recited
catch-phrase "Whoot, there it is."
The smooth, slick sou nds of Silk
have captured its audience with such
popular ditties as •Happy Days,"
"When I Think About You," and "For
the Love I Gave." Strong lead vocals
and velveteen harmonizing abilities
are the trademarks of the group. It is
these cha.r acteristics that attracted
t he interest of Silk's managing
producer Keith Sweat.

country, "h e saz'd. ~~~
.nnd we
wanted to reach a new
audience ofthe same
magnitude who likes R&B. "
Paul Cartee
UCB concert chaJrman
"They had this soulful thing, plus
great harmonies, and a nice brotherly
situation," Sweat said in a press
release regarding his first impression
of Silk.
After booking two major country
music acts last year, Paul Cartee,

concert chairman of the University
Center Board of the SGA, decided to
explore the possibilities of another
m u sical form . Cartee received a
number of requests for Silk after
asking students around campus for
some concert suggestions.
"We realized not everyone likes
country," Cartee said. "And we
wanted to reach a new audience of the
same m agnitude who likes R&B."
Cartee hooked u p with a Nashville
middle agent who, in turn, connected
with ~s agent.
Silk is made up of five dedicated
singers: Jimmy Gates Jr., Timothy
Cameron, Jonathan Rasboro, Gary
Glen (*Big" G) and Gary Jenkins
("'Lil" G). When they were teenagers,
Gates, Cameron and Rasboro met 88

co-workers at a local McDonald's.
From there the journey for the new
group began. The later addition of the
two *G's " served to flesh out the
nuances of the already solid Silk
sound.
These nuances can be found on
Silk' s latest CD release "Lose
Control ," which was r ecently
nominated for "Favorite Album" in
Monday night's American Music
Awards.
After performing at the awards
ceremony, Silk will come to Murray
State to share their famous mix of
musical stylings. The group 95 South
will be on hand to fill the house with
up tempo, bass-heavy jams that's sure
to whip many a fan into a frenzy.
The band got its beginnings at, of

all places, a McDonald's. Gates got
together with his co-workers at his
hometown McDonald's to start a
band, and thus became Silk.
96 South i s origi n a lly f r om
Jacksonville, Fla., the heart of the
bass music scene.
Tickets are $7 for Murray St ate
students with IDs and $11 for gen eral
admission.
Tickets will be available at the
following ticket outlets: the Student
Government Association Office, 7626961; Sunset Boulevard, 753-0113;
Disc J ockey in Paducah, 444-0594;
The University of Tenne s s ee at
Martin , (901) 587-774517755; and
Ringgold Plaza Barber Shop in •
Clarksville, (616) 552-1416.

..

~

•

Feb. 13 through Feb. 19 is National Condom Awareness Week.
Complete this crossword puzzle to find out what you know and don't know about your

Healthy

Se~

Quotient.

Everyone submitting a completed puzzle to Health Services by Feb. 18 will be entered into a drawing for a Murray State T-shirt. This is open
to all students, faculty, and staff. You will find the correct puzzle, along with the name of the drawing winner, in the Feb. 25 issue of the
Murray State News.
ACR QSS
2 . A highly contagtoua vtrua lnfecUng about 300.000 AmeriCana a
year...lt Invades the J.M:r. cauatng eenre damage and eYeD
death...there Ia an tmmunizatlon for thls.
4 . A barrier method for pn:vent.tng both pregnancy and STDs.
5. A viral Infection that uauaUy produces painful, in.Oamed bUatera... there Ia no cure.
7 . The only 100% ~ to prevent pregnancy and STD8... 1t means
you don't have any kind of aexuallntercourae.
9. The moat common symptom of this SID is a paJnless sore
called a chancre.
,
10. A sertoua disease that affects women's reproductive
organs... may lead to lnfertlJlty and stertlity.
12. Chemtcal methods for k1Wng sperm and thus preventing pregnancy...may have the added beneftt of reductng SID infection.
14. A relaUonahlp wtth only one other pemon.
17. A method of commun1cat1ng lnformat1on...espedally Important
to the prevenUon of unwanted sex and STDs.
20. Inability to produce o6'sprtng...a complicaUon of some SIDs.
21. 762·3809, the phone number that you can call for health lnformauon.
23. The abbrevSaUon for human papf.lloma viru&... a famJly of at
least 60 vtruaes, about one third of wbJch cause genital problema.
25. Genital herpes and human paplloma vtrus may oontrtbute to
cell changes leading to thla disease.

18. The abbrevSaUon for Sexually Tranamitted Dlaeaae...at one Ume
1lt1l8 referred to aa venereal disease or VD.
19. SyntheUc rubber from which a<me condoms are made.
22. The aborteoed name for a paraslttc lnfecUon for which the full
name Ia Trlchomon1881a.
24. The abbcevSaUon for human tmmunodiftclency
viruS which cauaea AIDS.

WQRD LIBT
ABS'ItNENCE
AIDS

ALCOHOL
CERVICAL CANCER
CHLAMYD[A
CONDOMS
DATE RAPE

GENITAL WARTS
GONORRHEA
HEAL'mUNE
HEPA'ITI15 8
HERPES
HIV

HPV
1. A method of safer eex.
3 . Meae~a taken to prevent pregnancy and STDs which Include

communtcauon.
4 . Eatlmated to be the most prevalent SID.
6. Forced. unwanted sexual Intercourse durtng a social engage-

ment
8. .AccountabWty for one's acuone...especlally Important In negouaUng safer eex.
11. A member of the human papWoma vtrus fam.Uy, a1JecUng males

and females.
13. The abbrevtat1on for acquired tmmunodeftctency
,
syndrome...charactertzed by Ufe-tbrea.tenJng lnfecUons and certain cancers.
15. BactertallnfecUon. familiarly called •ctap,• "the drtp. • or •a

dose.·

16. A chemical which may lmpeJr your Judgment and reduce your
ability to make wtae ded.s1ona.

DISEASE
RESPONSmJ.UIY
SAFER SEX
SPERMACIDES

SID
STERILliY
SYPHILIS
TALKING ANI.>

USTENING

TRICH

~-- - ---------------~1

1Name
I

:Address ___________________
I
I
I Phone ______________________
1
I
I

~!ttj!;f!.t=-= !!Su.!~-::-; _s~ _ J

TURN ONTO

HEALTlfYUFESTYLES
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Luff~nan

dedicated life to helping
area's underprivileged children
Luffman& took it over the
number grew to 75.
"Her love for God motivated
her," Norsworthy said.
Norsworthy said God was
very real to Carol and she had
a very deep faith. She said
DIFFERENCE Carol collected clothes and
even bought many things
"She did nothing for herself for underprivileged
attention or to brag, but children.
because of the love for those
"She would take donated
kids,• Norsworthy said.
clothes home and wash and
them
herself,"
Non worthy
said
the deliver
Luffmans took over a church Norsworhty said.
She said Carol's love for life
bus ministry two years ago in
which children that did not go was contagious and the funeral
to church were picked up and really showed how many lives
taken to church. She said the Carol had touched. She said
bus ministry began with 14 she did not know several
children, but when the people at the funeral, yet each

MAKING

BY MAGGIE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

To help others not only takes
a special person, it takes
dedication, and no one served
such an example as Carol
Luffman.
Luffman, along with her
husband Brian, was killed in a
head-on automobile crash
while delivering Christmas
gifts to underprivileged
children on December 23, 1993.
Luffman was a Murray State
University deans list student
majoring in business at the
time of the accident.
Martha
Norsworthy,
Luffman's mother, said helping
children was her life.

A

Bv MAGGIE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

1'
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Thanks to Auburn Wells, a 1929 graduate
and former faculty member at Murray State
University, an emergency travel fund has
been established for students.
Mike Young, assistant to the associate vice
president of student affairs, said the fund waa
set up to assist students in traveling to
interviews or to get home for an emergency.
He said the account was set up through the
Murray State University Foundation and the
interest drawn from the account is used to
help students.
"If there are no other means (of getting
there), this is something you can check into,"'
Young said.

Young said the fund was established
because of student need. He said the fund
usually draws $75 per quarter in earnings.
"'t's a fund. but if it can be repaid we would
like that to happen so that other students
could benefit from the uae of it," Young said.
Carol Julian, assistant director of the
Offices of Development and Alumni Affairs,
said the money is not to be used for trips or
Spring Break. Julian said students must fill
out an application in the office of Student
Affairs.
"This lets us know the situation," Julian
said. She said the fund is primarily 'being
used for students to get home. If poaaible the
student needs to apply in advance. ahe said.
"In case of an emergency a check can be cut
in a day,• Julian said.
Wells said he realized there waa a need and
contributed the money.
"'wanted to help and there it is,• Wells
said.

STAFF REPORT

"'A Park Bench," a play
dealing with the impact of
AIDS on the nation's black
communities. will be coming to
Murray State University as
part of Black History Month.
The play will be presented
at 3:30 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 20
and 7 p.m., Monday, Feb. 21 in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
The play is written, directed
and produced by Dallas
playright Robert Helm, the
founding artistic ditector of the
Dedra
Lynn
Woods
Community Theatre in South
Dallas.
"A Park Bench" depicts how
AIDS aft'ecta the lives oflff.Ve.l
' 1
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llKA Appreciates
the outstanding
enthusiasm and
participation
given by all
rushees.
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Interfraternity Council
would like to welcome
its newest
colony member
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.. Buy, Sell, Trade"

people:
associate vice-president of
Henry,
a
student affairs, said "A Park
stockbroker;
Bench" is a good companion to
Freddie,
a
several books on the market
street person;
that basically lead to the same
Irene
and
conclusion.
Sue,
two
Young met Helm and later
prostitutes;
received a copy of the play's
and a pimp
script. Helm soon co~tacted
named Leon.
Young about bringing the
A f t e r
production to MSU.
researching tpe AlPS virus,
"A Park Bench" is being
Henry delivers one of the sponsored by MSU's Africanplay's central messages, that American
Student
AIDS is
a
manmade, Services/Ethnic Program, the
genetically engineered virus University Center Board,
that was introduced by the Student Health Services and
U.S. government in an attempt the Governor•s Minority
to
destroy
the
black Student College Preparation
commwiities. "'" •
Prosram.
!!Mfk6''¥6ifttg,
1Cs'istani
~a'tJie
~dmission is free .
.
.
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---- MSU's ---Sport Cards

Editor's note: This is the first
in a series of articles featuring
MSU students who
are
'Making a Difference' through
volunteer work. If you know
someone
who
deserves
recognition, call Allison
Millikan at The News at 7624480.

The Murray State News
Classified section is a sure
way to sell your product. To place your Classified turn
to the back page of this issue and fill out the form and
ment.
bring it to Wilson Hall room 111 alan with

,

Go Pike!
Supplies

action. Carol gave her life for
children.
Herndon said when Carol
and Brian left the church the
night of the accident they were
ecstatic because they were
going to deliver gifts to the
children they loved.
"Carol's examp1e has been
and inspiration," Herndon
said.

'A Park Bench' premieres
Feb. 20 at Johnson Theatre

Travel fund now an option
Former MSU student
helps, donates money

would tell her
Donna Herndon, coordinator
how
Carol
of the Family Resource Center
had been an
for Calloway County Schools,
inspiration to
worked with Carol and said
them.
she was dedicated to serving
"Every time
needy children. She said Carol
she
did
had
made a
personal
something for
commitment to meet the
someone else
special needs of people.
her
face
"She was a real special,
would glow LUFFMAN
sweet, kind and giving person,"
with excitement," Norsworthy Herndon said.
said.
The Christmas gifts, clothes
She said she saw Carol seven and food that burned in the
days a week and they had a crash were replaced by an
very close relationship. She outpour of community support.
said ,Carol would make it a She said over $7,300 in cash.
point to be involved in her life.
was donated along with $5,400
•she was my best friend and offood, toys and clothes.
no matter what she is still my
She said Car ol not only
daughter," Norsworthy said.
cared, but put caring into
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This Service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
For Further information dial
Hcalt h Line 762-3809
l\Ionday- Friday H a.m. -4:30 p.tn.

________.

616 S. 4th St.

Murray, KY 42071
Mon., Tues., Thun~.: 2:30-7 p.m.
Fri.: 2:3~6 p.m., Sat.: 10 a.m.·S p.m.
ClOSED Wed. & Sun.

502-753-27....

Fitness Figures
Step Aerobics
and

Muscle Conditioning Classes
Experienced Teachers
Year Round Classes ·
Morning, Evening
and Sunday Classes
• I 0 Classes Per Week
• No Contracts
• Student Rates
• $18 Month
• $40 Semester
• Sorority DiKounts
• Fraternity Discounts

Anyone interested in becoming an attorney or
going to law school should attend the

Student Law
Association Meeting
VVednesday,Feb. 17
4 p.m.
Curris Center Ohio Room
The National Legal Education Conference will be discussed

Call Pam Thomas at 753-2410 For Times and Locations!
I.
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Webb's portrait
•
strong, moving
BY PAMELA

R.

DIXON

WHEELER by Josh Wilkes

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

REVIEW

Impressionism has been said
to be a form of flattery. If this
saying is true, Kemba Webb
was a credit to her character
portrayals of Mary Jane
McLeod Bethune and Harriet
"Moses,. Tubman.
From the start of her
performance Tuesday night,
she seemed to embody
Bethune.
The audience was greeted by
a feisty, older woman wearing
black whose spirit denied her
age. As Webb slowly walked
across the stage, she
demanded both dignity and
respect from her listeners. It
seemed as if time stood still
and Webb had a message to
tell her people.
As she urged the audience to
sing "Lift Every Voice and
Sing," the black national

anthem, I felt aa if everyone in
the room was joined together.
Webb's voice encouraged the
audience towards togetherness
with their fellow men, a thing
Bethune strived for all her life.
Webb's Bethune was sassy
and smart, singing and
speaking of freedom to her
people. She wasn't afraid to
speak her mind.
In her portrayal of Tubman,
Webb showed the faith that
helped her help people escape BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
via the Underground Railroad. COWCE LIFE EDITOR
Webb's Tubman was strong
Sorority rush drew to a close
and impassioned about her
people and their right to Monday afternoon when 107
Murray State University
freedom.
Webb's roles showed the women received sealed bids to
sensitivity and courage these join a sorority.
After bids were distributed,
women showed. Webb showed
the faith that lead these each sorority led its' group of
women to aspire to greatness new pledges to their respective
houses. This is the first year •
in their own right.

Sealed bids wrap up sorority rush
the Panhellenic Council has
She said the Panhellenic
held deferred sorority rush, Council set a quota of 25 new
which gives freshmen an members.
opportunity to establish grades
Sororities do not have to
during the fall semester before meet the quota, she said. The
pledging Greek organizations quota is simply their limit.
in the spring.
However, sororities who did
Amy Rushing, Panhellenic not meet quota may continue
rush chairman, said 126 to distribute bids until their
women participated in rush quota is met.
this year, a number only
Rushing said each of the five
slightly lower than last year.
sororities which participate in

Film Society offers foreign films
INTERNATIONAL FILM SCHEDULE

BY ANGELA SCHADE
STAFF WRITER

The Cinema International
Film Society will present
international feature films at
Murray State University
throughout the semester.
Dr. Michael Waag, associate
professor of foreign language
and sponsor of the Foreign
Language Club, said the
Society selects different films
and then tries to find them,
Waagsaid.
There are 25 different
companies around the country
who rent these movies, he said.

The Cinema
feature films
Curris
• T--:1_..,__
i'.l'ftii!r-..(1-...........

~....,,.

• Feb. 17¢'f11t~t<'tlll"'4t
• Feb. 41::4·<~:;~..-~
• Mar. 3-4, "Bif]~~~~~~~~~~~

Source: CINEMA ~~IA1J·fAt~~~

BRAD McCLAI

"We try to get a mix of older

and newer films, but it doesn't
matter (if it's old or new) it will
be a good
Waag said.
Greg Gierhart, 1enior from
Murray, thinks the availability

film,-

Graphics Designer

of films is great and is looking
forward to the upcoming films.
"' recommend them, but not
only for cultural awareness,..
Gierhart said. "They're great

films."

:'•
••

••

•

We love you!

•

••

•

~\

Susan Bernhardt
Julie Boram
Cindy Bo"WID.an
Tracy Cissell
• •
Keelie Clark
Candy Clements
Karla Conner
Bridget Davis
Laura Easley
Nicole Essner
Jill Gentry
Amanda Haynes
Deidra Holcomb
Debbie Kipling
Valerie Kotys
Emily Lutz
•
Meredith Major
Missi Markham
Heather Preston
...'""........~,.;:oa Saunders
Anly Savells
Erika Smith
J enn:ifer Taylor
KellyVogt
Keri Zoll

Love1
Your new s1sters in
Alpha Omicron Pi

•

.·

.

~

SGA hosts ,lip synC:h'

Zubin Rivetna, junior from
Hinsdale, m., thinks the films
are a good idea for the
community of Murray.
"They are cultural for MSU,"
Rivetna said. "They bring
cultural diversity to Murray
and bring in different
opinions."
Waag said there are fewer
films offered this semester
than last because the
department is striving for
quality over quantity.
The films are free to
students, faculty, staff and are
shown on Thursda>: and Fri~y
in the Curris Center Theater.

Congratulations to our awesome
new members! All of you wUl
.·.~
make great

rush will hold pledge
programs, varying in length
from six to eight weeks.
During this time, pledges
get to know active sorority
members and learn the history
ofthe sorority.
"Deferred rush is going to
work," she said. "This is our
first year and there are a lot of
things we're going to have to
workout."

STAFF

.~

REPoRT

What xnight coet $35 or $40 at amWJeD;lent parks across
the country will be offered free Monday to Murray State
Unive~ity students.
·
·:-, .,, .
..
Fun Flicks is an activity' which gives -$tudents the .,...
opportunity to select props, backgrounds and ooetumes to
uae while lip synching and dancing to their favorite tunes.
Jeanie Morgan, secretary/coordinator of Student
Activities, said the event has been hosted by the
University Center Board of the .S tudent Government
Absoci.atiq.n for the past ~~ral years, ·
' ':' .
.
"It is oxie of the neatestt.biiigs we do," She said. "People
really eDjoy it."
·
She said students who participated in Fun Flick& in the
past have used backup singers for their performances.
After performing in front of a camera, the video tape of
thei .performance is given to the st\ld~ ~ ~f ch,arge.

Thank you to all the Alpha Sigs that
represented us so well during rush-

RHO CHis
Denise Barrett
Beth Blumenstock
Kelly Boone
Jennifer McCuan

Panhellenic Rush Chair
Amy Rushing

We missed you!
Also thank you to Erin Lowry and
Marcy Riley on a fabulous rush .
Without you two we could have
never done it!
Love, Your sisters

Q~.) smmD fORTH( DIRfCTOR'S fORTNIGHT 1993 CANNfS filM f(SJIVAl
•

"ABSORBING AND
RBLBmBBB
...
After watohtng WllDm abom &JOUDCAtllaall

Am8rlcanman teytngkl brelt em ofIda atNDae
u &hustler on tbe ID8IIl meet~ ofi'UtiJUU Ddgbt
feel u Ifyou've doDeakmofdmJ.
Waloome kl L.A.- tbl.mlll L.A.I
-DftalltfiiiDII\JliUill MWm

HY LIH CIHU

$150 for students with MSU ID
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Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 7:30 and .9 p.m.

Curris Center Theater
\
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Racers ready for stretch run

Above, Marcus a.-own tosses In one of his patented leaners against Morehead State on Monday. Brown paced
the Racers with 34 points In their 91-86 victory. The
Racer victory, coupled with Austin Peay's loss at
Tennessee State, gives Murray State sole possession of
first place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Above and right, Antoine Teague has towered over the
competition recently while playing more minutes. He is
shown here working on his jump-hook against Eastern
Kentucky.
Right, Lady Racer head coach Eddie Fields appreciates
senior jennifer Parker's constant hard work. Although
the women lost to Morehead State, they are not looking
past qualifYing for the OVC Tournament which Is their
goal this season.

t

Dancers delight basketball crowds
BRAD SMITH

t

t
t

STAff
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Jud Cook/Photo Editor
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Eleven members practice
because they have to. They
perform because they want to.
There are no scholarships nor
any other type of aid available.
They just enjoy dancing. And
what they are doing deserves
recognition.

an entirely new crop from the
previous two years, said senior
captain Nicole Frye, who
stayed on another year to help
keep the team running.
"Only a few things have
changed over three years."
Frye said. "We now have rules
that the members must accept
and this year, u nlike the past ,
everyone is helping choreograph the routines, which is
great. We are looking for people who can choreograph."

"They've shown me a lot

something to be involved with
And it's not all that time con~
suming."

by practicing once a
week at 6 a.m. Because
most people can't get out

Considering all the hardship
created over practice time,
practice sites and financing,
assistant athletic director
Steve Rich could do nothing
less than praise his team on its
courage.

·*b dfi

0J

e

or an 8 a.m.

class."

Steve Rich
Dance Team sponsor

In the spring of 1991, senior
Jenn.ifer Dougherty acted upon
her impulses. Three years later
A normal routine runs Murray."
her conception thrives and the
With more acknowledgment
Murray State University's approximately 2 1/2 minutes.
from
However,
a
return
trip
to
the
the community and stuDance Team continues its halfdent
body
will come more fulOhio
Valley
Conference
time entertainment.
Tournament this year will fillment for the Racer Girls. It
Solely funded by donations, yield a routine twice as long. is nice, they say, to have a
raffies, clinics and parent con- Last season the Dance Team place on campus.
tributions, the Racer Girls received a standing ovation fol"We our totally supporting
devote much of their time to lowing its first-ever perforourselves, except for a place to
represent the University. They mance at the tournament.
practice," Frye said. "We have
are dedicated and motivated, They have received an invitato
raise our own money, buy
practicing six hours a week tion to return again this year.
our
own uniforms and spend a
preparing their routine to
great
deal of time to make this
"The
OVC
Tournament
is
the
please the crowd at each Racer
happen,
so it is nice to hear the
highlight
of
the
season
for
us,"
home game.
Frye stated. "It is our chance to applause after we perform."
The 1993-94 Racer 'Girls are represent the school outside of
But who will make it happen

Barry Johnson/Guest Photographer
Shauna Smith from Benton, Ill. is one of eleven Racer Girls who
enjoys performing at basketball games.

next year when co-captains
Crystal Hogan and Frye are
gone?
"Someone who likes to keep
busy and in shape and who can
enforce the rules," Frye said.
"We have a few girls, like
Erika Smith, who have a positive outlook and could handle
the responsibility."

"I think because of the lack
of financial support they've
had to work harder together.
But it was understood from the
beginning that there wouldn't
be anything available financially."
Rich, who is also the team's
sponsor, is pleased with how
hard the girls work to prepare
for their performances.

Smith, the lone freshman on
the squad, agrees it would be a
lot of work, but says being a
Racer Dance Team members
'Racer Girl' is better than being
include:
Nicole Frye, co-capjust a 'freshman'.
tain; Crystal Hogan, co-cap"I have to stay active," Smith tain; Jennifer Monroe, Marcy
said. "I can't just sit in my Riley, Tara Schmidt, Shauna
room all the time and do noth- Smith, Melanie Swope, Wendy
ing. And since freshmen can't Wilder, Tracey Wilkerson and
join sororities, it gave me Erika Smith.
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Gumm still Racer team's glue
Popeye honored
Popeye Jones will
appear in the first-ever
Rookie NBA All·Star
game in Minneapolis
this weekend.
Jones was also
recently named the
official spokesman for
the Hamilton-Ryker
company in its efforts
in supporting drug
abuse
resistance
education programs.
Sports
Anyone who knows
Editor
Popeye, understands
why
the
Ryker
company selected him.
The only thing to compare with Popeye's
rebounding excellence is his genuine
friendliness.

Nutts about coach
Houston Nutt i.s making good on his
promise to improve the football program's
recruiting efforts. The Racers head

football coach and his staff made inroads
in Arkansas last season and were
extremely successful Florida this year.
Despite signing some key players from
out of state, Nutt was able to earn
committments from several star athletes
who call the Bluegrass state home.
It appears quality players are willing to
shun the University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville for the chance to
play for the energetic N utt.
Racer boosters and the University
wanted a salesman; and it looks like that
is just what they got.

He makes it all stick
Despite the tremendous play of
sophomore Marcus Brown, senior Cedric
Gumm is again proving why he is the
leader of the Racers. The team's 1992·93
MVP is averaging more than 12 points a
game while scoring key baskets in almost
every game.

Most recently, Gumm found his way
through a congested foul-lane to stop
Morehead State's rally. With the Racers
up by only four, Gumm took it upon
himself to lead by example. His slashing
layup put MSU up 66-60 and they never
looked back.
But the play that epitomizes Gumm's
intensity happened last Saturday against
Eastern. Kentucky.
A Colonel was in the clear for an
apparent layup, when Gumm appeared
out of nowhere to block the shot. Although
a foul was called on the play, everyone in
Racer Arena knew that Gumm got all ball.
The only person in the gym who did not
see it the same ·way was the referee. This
is not my Racer favoritism shining
through. The referee's supervisor was
sitting next to me, and was also critical of
the call.
What was special about the block- other
than the extra effort? It just so happens
that the shooter was Gumm's half-brother
Demarcus Doss. No trash-talking
displayed here.

Turner enrolls at PCC
Staff Report

Former prep basketball
star Carlos Turner is now
enrolled
at
Paducah
Communinty College.
Turner was a key member
of Louisville Fairdale's
consecutive
state
championship teams in 1990
and 1991.
He averaged more than 16
points a game his junior year
and was selected as the
preseason Mr. Basketball in
Kentucky by the Louisville
Courier-Journal in the fall
of 1991 just before his senior
year was to begin.
According to published
reports by the CourierJournal, Turner was
involved in a stabbing
incident on Nov. 15, 1991.
The incident occured the day
after he had signed a

national letter of intent with
the University of South
Carolina.
Turner did not play
basketball his senior year
and never enrolled at South
Carolina which was then
coached by former MSU head
basketball coach Steve
Newton.
The 6·6 Turner was
recruited heavily and had his
choice of schools to attend.
When he did not enroll at
South Carolina it was
rumored that he would walkon at one of several different
schools. Most recently, the
University of Louisville was
where he was expected to
enroll.
Turner has attended
several Murray State
basketball games recently,
and has been sitting in the
reserved chairback section.

GIVE HER A "KISS" FOR
VAI.ENTINE'S DAY
Baby Kiss in Sterling Silver........................ $19.95

'

Come ,in and see our many·great values

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Dixieland Center
759-1141

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

August Moon
Chinese Restaurant

Treat your

Special Valentine
to a

Candlelight dinner!

..Get a free egg roll or soup with any Dinner
entree."
New Hours

•
••

Sat - Thurs 4: 15 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Fi1 - Sat 4: 15 p .m . - 10 p.m.

I

••
••
••
••
••

•

'S
1301 Main St.

753-7715

DELIVERY AVAILABLE

..

..
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Murray State wins Ranger Challenge
ROTC cadets defeat
three tea111s, tops in
three individual events

Bv BRAD SMITH
STAFF Wllta

Some of the area's belt parties were on
Murray State campus lut weekend.
Before qcmiziDg over loat aoc:ial statue
the different parties were aelected groups
from nearby universities representing
their Reserve Oflicer's TrainiDg Corps the Ranger Challenge Team - from
Austin Peay, UT-Martin and Western
Kentucky. They were here to compete
with Murray State in the Ranger
CballeDge.
The Ranger Challenge is a training teat
with 10-member teama &om IU1'1'0UDding

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
ROTC member Chris Foust, sophomore from Parts, Tenn.,
takes aim with his arenade toss on Saturday durln1 the Ranpr
Challenp. The 1renade throw was one of five events at the
ROTC's competition apinst three other re,lonal IChooiL MSU
placed first in the overall standinp. Tbe team also eamed thrM
firsts in individual events.

"We 're not making Rambos or
Gomer Pyles, were making
officers."

Major John Harbison
~dept.

of military sciences

WKU placed third and fourth.
MSU Freahman Eric Hogancamp,
captured top hcmon in the army phyaica1
fitness teet; Junior Keith Allen earned a
perfect score in rifle marksmanship and
freehman Patrick McDonner placecl fint
in the poenade competition.
The commander of the 80-member
battalion, Michael Elkina, senior from
Paris, Tenn., 1ibns the RaDpr ChallaDp
to a football acrimmap.
-rhia just gives all the teams a chance to
compete with one another before the main
event and to develop teamwork akilla. '1'ba
primary focus ia on practice," said Ellripa.
•It ia the fint step in building for nut
year's team.•
The Ranpr Challenge ia a vanity aport
for student. who participate in the ROTC

campuses attendini each year, usually
cona1ating of five eventa: orienteering,
g.renade throw, basic rifle markama!llhip,
army ~ fitDeu teet, azul a one-rope
bridp, all of which emphaaize team work
and aeJf-eonfidence.
Saturday'• competition waa in
preparatiall for thia Fall'1 actual cbe11tmp
(the Brigade competition in which teama
from Weat Virginia, Tenne11ee and
Kentucky compete),and the ftanpra Ul8d
their time wisely to prepare.
Murray State's RaDpr team placed first
in the overall competition and won the
individual eventa of orienteeri.Dc, peude p1011'8m.
throw and one-rope bridge, UT-Martin
-we're a cliffennt bnecL" he confeuecl.
ftniabed a close aecond, while APSU and •It' s too demanding for some, both

phyaically and meDtalJy. But it'a probably
the beat thing l'ft 8ft!' doue.
-when I firat came here four yean ago, I
weighed about 50 pounds more than I do
know, had hair down to the middle of my
back and didn\ Jmow what I wanted to do.
ROTC aot me ping, diacipliDed me a nd
taught me how to ltudy."

It il true, it il not for everyone. But a
lack of knowledp about ROTC obstructs
ita attrad.ivenell for some people.
-what we are ao1liDi is profeuicm•liam,•
aaicl MaJor John Harbison, chairman for
the department of military lcience. *We
offer a career in a professional
organiution- the u.s. Army."
•Anyone can come in and take classes
and compete to be on the Ranger team,"
Harbi8on IBid. -r& il the junior and aenior
year of the ROTC that you incur a n
obligation to tlle Army. Once you've
entered advancecl counea, you make a
commitment to ..-ve u an officer."
ROTC i1 open tD allltudenta for the first
two yean withoai obliption to tbe Army.
8ucceasful completion of ROTC program,
however, ruaratees employment upon
IJ'aduation and commissioning a 2nd
lieutenant in tbe National Guard or Army
Resene with tbe pouibility to compete for
active cluty.
'We're m•lrinr tbe fbtun laadenhip of
the u.s. Army," llarbilon aaid.

Track tean1 runs well
at Indiana Invitational
in the meet at Southeast

Staff Report

Heather Samuel's secondplace finish in the women'• 56meters hi ghlighte d Murray
State' s performance in the
Indi ana Invitational last
weekend in Bloomington, I:ild.
Samuel finished the 55meters in 6.90, just losing to
Sue Walton of Tennessee, who
flllished in 6.89. Samuel ran
6.87 in the prelim.inaries, once
a ga in beating the NCAA
qualifying mark. She ran 6.84

Charmaine Thomas finished in
a time of8:58.4.
Other
top
Racer
performance•
included
Tbmnaa, who ftnishecl fou:rth in
State track and field coach the 800-metera in 2:18.04;
Wayne Pate said. •All of our Ford, wbo ftniabed fifth in tbe
kids who placed ran atremely 400-meten in 58.61; and on
welL"
the men'a aide, Trevor
The Murray State 4x400- Hamilton, who finiabed sixth
meter women'• relay team in tbe 400-meten in 50.18.
finished
third
behind
Tenneaaee and Geo~ The
quartet or Samuel, relicia
Ford, Mernette Forde and
Miaaouri a week ago.
More than 49 achoola wen
repreeented at the IU meet.
-vie ran very well,• Murray

~Storey•s

Sport Stop

Proudly
presents

We now carry a full line of comics.

New Items in Stock:

Buy - Sell - Trade

Hoops ll
Upper Deck II
Jamal Mashburn Posters

Monday - Friday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday noon-5 p.m.
502 Maple St.
759-1214

Students - the following offices are open until
6 p.m. on Tuesdays!

Admissions &Registrar

African-American Student
Recruitment &Retention
Gampus Recreation
Casliier
Continuing Education/
Co-Op &Placement
€punseling &Testing
eurrts Center Office
Educational Talent Search
FOOd Services

~Center

Office ofStudent Affairs
School Relations
Student Financial Aid
Student Health Services
Student Organizations
Student Support Services
Veteran Afi8frs
University Bookstore
University Scholarships

Upward Bound
Women's Center

live in concert in
Racer Arena

Tomorrow Night
"No Cameras"

Tickets are on sale in the SGA office
$7Students
$11 General Public
for more information,

Call: 762-6951
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SPORTS ,

Brown
boosts
Racers

REWARDING ACHIEVEMENT

BY jEFF DREWS
SENIOit STAFF WRITER

Marcua Brown's Jordan-like
performance helped carry the
Murray State University
men'a basketball team to a 9186 win over visiting Morehead
State.
Brown's 34 points helped the
Racers (17-4, 10-1) pad their
Ohio Valley Conference lead.
Brown's biggest points of the
night came down the stretch.
A rejuvenated Morehead
squad cut a 14-point Racer
lead to 84-81 with just under
two minutes left.
•He's
coming
pretty
accuatomed to that,• Edgar
said. -In two of our four losses
- at Austin Peay and Toledo we didn't have Marcus Brown
on the floor. I'd like my
chances if' we had.•
The win leaves Edgar's
squad one home game left
agaiut second place Austin
Peay.
"Peay had better get ready
for another loaa when they
come here," said Brown in
anticipation of the rematch.
Another Racer who played
well wu · j1111ior William

Shirley Martin/Guest Photographer
Above, the women's golf team was honored at halftime of the
MSU-Morehead State basketball game on Monday for having the
highest overall grade point average among women's athletics for
the fall semester. The golf team eamed the award thanks to Its
1.04 GPA. Right, the rifle team was also honored. The team's
overall GPA of 1.85 was the highest for men's athletics.

Moore.
Marcus Brown of the Racer
Basketball Team has been named
Racer of the Week.

'll"'"~'~•

The West Memphis, Ark. native
scored 34 points in leading the
Racers to their 1Oth conference
victory on Monday night. His
scoring mark established a newcareer high for him.

• r Jr

•!;.<'

1

1

The sophomore has been
named the Ohio Valley

Marcus Brown

Conference Player of the Week
three times this season and may
have earned the honor again
thanks to his performance last
Monday against Morehead State
University.

He has lead Murray State
scoring in 14 of the team's 21
games.
Brown is one of two Racers to
have played more than 500
minutes this season.

Brown is currently fourth in Ohio
Valley Conference scoring at 17.8
points per game. He is also third in
field goal percentage and free
throw percentage.

His 36 steals lead teammate
Cedric Gumm's total of 35, while
Brown also tops the team in ._
assists. His 54 assists put him just
ahead of Gumm's 53.

Moore casually tossed in 14
pointa, but more importantly
hit some crucial free-throws
late in the game.
Now the Racers must win on
the road at Middle Tennessee
State
University,
the
Univeraity of TennesseeMartin
and
Southeast
Missouri State University.
"I feel real good about ou~
position, • Edgar said. "I'~m
trying to ret the players in the
frame of m.illd of taking care of
businesa."

CLASSIFIEDS
VALENTINES

VALENTINES

Chris- Happy Valentines
Sweetheart I love you forever.
Love, Nutty

Shan&-HappyV-0 tomyfr1endl
It's a shame "Allison Howard"
and "WilliamSiovek"can'tcelebrate the dreaded V-0 Holiday! Love, Your faithful code·
pendent.

Lelle>-My heart revolves about
you,too. Love, Isabella

Ty-llove you more and more
each dayl Happy Valentine's
DayI Love always, Kr1sti
Paul-l cross my heart and
promise to ...love you I
AnnleB.- Yourtheonlyonefor
me. Love, Rob C.
Dawn-The last 19 months have
been a blast. I am excited about
spending the rest of my life
with you. Happy Valentine's
Day I Love, John
Happy Valentine's Day to every dear fr1end l You've given
me a famllyl Love, Mayce

Jeff-5mile for me today. Just
let me see you laughl Words
can't say It, so hold me and I'll
showyouevetythlng.Can'twalt
to be your wifeI Mayce

Karen-Happy valentlne's Day
toaooollilslsiCollette-HAPPY
MOMENTSI Brent-Student
Health Is a nice placel Let's
rent
some
movlesl
Melissa-Have fun with Rloh
on V-Ol Love In l:Al! Angle

PERSONALS

Schweetle-1 can't wait to see
you In a little black tux at the
front of the aisle. I love youl
Schweetie

Tiffany

Ben-Justthoughtl'dsayHappy
Valentine's Day (so you'd get
your name In the paper again
this Issue) I Love, Cory

Maria4'm glad you're my sister and my neighbor-no mat·
ter how normal you may belAn lndMdual

Dear

Klm-1 sure wish I had a S.O.C.
like yout-Cory

Phantom

and

T. Rip-Happy Valentine's and
Happy Birthday my Sigma Pi
man. Love, Rej

Spi~Happy V-Day. Elephant

To H.-Roses are red, violets
are blue. l will always be true to
you. Love, M

Monica-If I had one wish, I'd
wlshforyou. Happy Valentine's
Day. Mark

Foot love, Alpper

The Murr~y State

Jennlfer-l'm proud of you.
Good luck oo plec;lgeshlp. LOI/8,

MAD-Good luck Monday at
MMI All my love forever. ASA

Dana-Hope you had a great
birthday! Love, Tracy

News

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30a.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Marla-You've came so far
since summer. I'm, so glad
you're my sister and friend.
I'm always here for you. Love,
Kim

The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha wish all the fraternities
good luck with a successful
rush.

HELP WANTED

Rewarding Summer Jobe.
Areflghtar, tour guide, dude
ranch, Instructor, hotel staff,+
volunteer and government
positionsat national parl<s. Fun
Wort<. Excellent benefits +
bonusesI For more details call:
(206) 545-4804 ext. N5538

Get your Murray State Dry
shhtsl$111nroom216cWilson

To the Beta Psi Pledge
Class-The fun Is just beglnnlngiYouglrisaregreatiLove,
Your sisters in AI.A

MCA STORER CAMPS is
seeklng fun-loving folks to work
with kids ages 7-17: enthusiast!<:, creative, child-oriented,
responsible, lifeguards, guitar·
1st. and horse expertence especially welcomed. Interviews
and Information available dur·
lng the Summer Job Fair Feb.
7. Questions? Cell billy (517}

PERSONALS

VALENTINES

Good Luck Cory In Androc/8s
and the Uonl You will be a
cute pink Isabella I Love, Your
sisters In AI.A
Jame-You'vebeena wonderful msisI You've came a long
way. and I'm so proud of you I
LBYS, Kim
GROUPS & CLUBsEam $50-$125 for yourself
~usaGUARANTEEOF$150-

$300 for your Club I Assist In
managing a 5 day promotlon
on your campus. Years of
proven success. Call 1-800950-1 037 extension 25.

Seeking applicants for planetarium apprenticeship. Golden
Pond Pfanetarlum. TV A's Land
Between the lakes. Degree
~Ired. Background In science, education, audio-visual
production, and/or performing
arts desired. Position starts
March 1, 1994. For more lnfor·
matlon, contact: Professional
Development Coordinator,
TVA's Land Between the
Lakes, 100 Van Morgan Drive,
Golden Pond, KY 42211 , or
call (502)924-5602.
SPRINGBREAK packages.
PROMOTE on campus or
SIGNUP NOW for rooms. $129
up. Daytona. Panama. Padre,
Cancun, etc. Call CMI 1-800423-5264

RATES
Wlltl MSU 10: 15¢ per word Without MSU 10: 20~ per WOI'd
Over Twenty Words
Wlltl MSU 10: 10¢ per word Without MSU 10: 1st per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONEI

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SEAVIC£S

Ads may be mailed along wtltl payment to:
Clesslfleds Depertmen~ . The Murray State Naws
2609 University Station, Murray, Kentud<y 42071
OR bring it to Wilson Hall Am. 111

NOTICE

FOR RENT

TRAVEL

536-8607
Attn: Foreign language ma;ors.
Nacel Cultural Exchanges
needs community represenlatlve to promote International
programs and Interview prospective families and students.
Part-time work; Interest In exchange programs and presentation skills needed. Call Lance
for Information: 1-800-5952623.

GREEI< S & CLU8S

Spring lhakl Best Trips &'
Prtce.l Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Includes 12
Meals & 6 Free Parties I Panama city Aoom With Kitchen 8
o.ya $1191 cancun & Jamaica From $4691 Daytona
$1491 KtyWest$2491 Cocoa
Beech $1591 1-800-678-6386
Spring BrMkl Panama CityI 8
Deys Oceanvlew Room With
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Best
Barsl Includes Free Discount
Card-Save $50 On Cover
Chargeal 1-800-678-6386

•INTERNAT l EMPLOYMENT•

SPRING BRFAK
PANA)IJ\ CITY BILtCD, I~WRJJ)Jl

INDEX

FOR SALE
HEI.P WANTED
LOST&FOUNO
RIOESMISC.

HaH.
FOR SAlE-1990 Plymoth
Lazer. Low miles. Excellent
condition. Cell 759-9989

•shell Island Party Cruise

•Beach Bonfire Puties

650' Gulr Beach Frontage

Tiki Be.lch SarNolleyt»ll
s.illtoats, )elsie is & P•a~ils
ICaraab INch ,arty
Area Discount Coupons

2 Ou1door Swimm•ng Pools
1 lndo:x Heiled Pool
Restillrinl, 2 & 3 Room Suites

SANDPIPER-BEACON

RESERVATIONS

fROM $104 PER WEEK

I 7403 foont 8e.Kh Ro.d
P'atWN Oty &e.ch. fl )241 3

1-800-488-8828

4 PEISON OCCUPANCY

I'RPOSON

Murray Laundry
congratulates our Rnsb Chafe, nan

Shannon Stroud

Commuter coffee in the

Thanlc you ibryour harttwork
and an awesome rosh that
was run ofsurprises!

Love, your ~r:enr

Stables!
Sponsored by

~

75¢
Washers
Laundry service: 50¢/lb
For your safety and conven ience, an attendant
is now on duty Thursdays until 11 p .m .

Dry-cleaning &
Alterations
Monday- Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 11 p _m .
Sunday 9 a .m .-11 p.m.
Bel-Air Center South 12th Street
759-2570

.
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BUDGET
Continued from Page 1

budget proposals to the
General Assembly last month,
recommending only a 2 and 3
percent increase in university
funding for the 1994-95 and
1995-96
school
years.
Administrators had been anticipating a 3 and 5 percent
increase for those years as
requested by the Council on
Higher Education.
"The (budget) process began
in mid-December with a memo
to administrators requesting
their budget priorities and
funding needs, • Fitzgibbon
said. "'Those items were identified and lists were to me in
early January.
"With the governor's speech
indicating a 2 and 3 percent
increase, we had to make some
alterations to get the guidelines in the hands of the Board
ofRegents early."
He said Jones's budget recommendations were weighted
too heavily on capital construction projects and not enough
on operating expenses.
President Ronald J. Kurth
said the Board wants to be
more economical so it can
invest more in the University

HEALTH
Continued from Page 1

life saving course to the schedule of classes,• Goodman said.
"The building is an outlet for
the students," Goodman said.
"They can come over and
unwind from their studies and
have a good time with their
friends."
Besides weigh~, basketball and swimming, Carr
Health also has exercise
rooms, racquetball and handball courts and room for volleyball nets.
Duncan and Goodman said a

community.
"The problem, from a management stand point, is the
Board wants to dismiss some
employees so they can give
raises to others," he said. "'n
the past, with a 14.5 percent
budget decrement in the past
two years, we have eliminated
approximately 60 positions.
"We have been examining
functions to eliminate for two
years."
There is still some uncertainty about budget matters since
the state budget has not been
fmalized. It is difficult to predict what the General
Assembly will do with the
Governor's recommendations.
"You're playing a guessing
game," Kurth said. "After the
(state) budget is passed, it is
on predicted revenue earning
and if revenues are less than
predicted, budget cuts will
occur."
However, Fitzgibbon said
nothing is final until the legislature makes the fmal budget
and Jones signs it.
"These are purely our budget
guidelines based on the best
information available," he said.
The Board will hear budget
alternatives during a special
meeting in March.

FEES
Continued from Page 1

nance within the residence
halls.
"This would be an effort to
draw students back into the
halls," he said.
It's a marketing strategy,"
Hulick said. "How might we
reach a population we are not
reaching?"
When the regents discussed
offering a discount to the children of faculty and staff if they
lived in the residence halls, Sid
Easley, regent from Murray,
objected to the proposal.
"I am troubled with giving
discounts to a select group of
students," he said.
Brian Van Horn, student
regent, said students were
split over the issue of freezing
dorm rates to students after
their sophomore year.
"They supported it only
because it could lower their
increases in the next few
years," be said.
However, some students
were concerned over residents
carrying a heavier burden of
institutional support than nonresidents.
The regents did pass a pro-

posal to increase the admissions application to Murray
State University from $5 to

$15.

POLYTECHNIC
Continued from page 1

Lanier said, aa the regional
university, Murray State
should be the place to offer this
type of engineering program,
especially a four-year program.
He pointed out Murray's service to the region, ita history of
cooperation with the universities of Louisville and Kentucky
and the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Induttry and
Technology, which houses
state of the art facilities, as
examplet of why MSU should
be the cb.oeen site.
In addition, Murray State
has six faculty members who
are registered professional
engineers, four of whom have a
Ph. D. in engineering.
Money was also a key point
of argument supporting the
regent's position.
"The estimated total cost of
eatablishing such an institute
{at PCC) is $30 million, most of
which would be provided by
the
citizens
of
the
Commonwealth through appropriations by the General
Assembly, • the resolution
reads.
A study done in 1990 said it
would cost approximately $2.5
million in capital expenditure
and $1 million in recurring
annual cost to inatall the
school
at Mtirray. MSU would
regular day at Carr Health Goodman said.
little basketball," Harper said.
not
have
to conatruct an,y new
begins at 6 a.m . when the
The Carr Health Building is
Seaton enjoys going to Carr buildings to house the probuilding opens. At 7:30 the named after the late Dr. John Health to play basketball and
equipment room· is opened and W. Carr, the first president of relax from the pressures of a gram. PCC would require
three new building• and the
classes are in session during Murray State University. He grueling day.
renovation of a fourth to open
the morning hours.
served as president of the
"Its good to come over here the school.
"About noontime, lots of stu- Murray State Normal School
President Ronald J. Kurth
and shoot hoops and get some
dents begin getting out of from 1923-26.
said
he found the reaolution to
classes and they come in to
Kevin Harper and Jeff good exercise in between class- be "eminently sensible in no
play basketball or whatever Seaton, sophomores from es and studying,• Seaton said.
matter what terms you cast it.
they choose to do," Goodman Paducah, make their way over
For students who wish to
-rhe first point in support of
said. "Around 2 p.m. the ath- to Carr Health two or three take advantage of these facili- the resolution expresses conletic teams come in and use the times a week and enjoy playing ties, the Carr Health Building cern for the taxpayer's money
facilities for their practices basketball as a way of taking a is open from 6 a.m. toll p.m. inveated in higher education."
until around 5 or 6 o'clock. break from their studies
through the week, from 9 a.m.
He said no individual city in
After their practices are over,
"We usually come over here to 6:30 p.m. on Saturday and western Kentucky bears the
the intramural pe<~ple come in about two or three days a week frOm 12:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. on retponsibiUty for economic
and use it for their purposes," to get some exercise and play a Sunday.
development in the region.
This would raise approximately $20,000 in revenues for
the University. This money
would be earmarked to put in
place a degree/audit and a
"Diplomas on Demand" system.
In other busineBS:
• Anita Lawson, assistant to
the president, updated the
regents on the progress of the
Higher Education Review
Commission.
• Annazette Fields was named
director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity. The Board also
appointed Allen Beane director
of the office of sponsored programs and Kate Lochte as the
director ofWKMS radio.
• Doris Clark, director of
African/American recruitment,
updated the Board on future
recruiting efforts.
• Mike Strickland, athletic
director, gave an update on the
NCAA convention and the
changes they have made.
• A list of course fees for
chemistry
classes
was
approved.

-Nor can any one city own a
regional uaiversity which is
meant to JJJI8t the needs of the
eommunitJ throughout the
region, • he said. -rhe resolution is an eft'ort to support collaboration..
Len O'Hara, preaident of
PCC, said he was surprised in
a positive way by the resolution.
-:t'he reganta said they want
to have open dialogue with us
which is what I have wanted
for
awhile,• he
said.
"Cooperation and collaboration, in th6 world we live in,
are the modela we have for
success.•
O'Hara said he is positive
PCC will get the support of the
General AJsembly when the
final budaet decisions are
made, despite the opposition of
Murray State.
"I hope Murray State will be
involved," O'Hara said.
Amid apeeulation the polytechnic school is PCC's first
step toward becoming a fouryear institution, O'Hara
denied it.
-rb.at is absolutely not true,"
he said. "We are looking forward to dialogue and we are
looking forward to collaboration."
.
Brian Van Horn, student
regent, said building a polytechnic institute in Paducah
would not be a IOWld financial
decision.
"It doesn't seem to be a feasible decision with higher education in trouble," he said.
•(Kentucky) needs to be
choosier with its money
because there is less of it to go

arofmd."
MSU and PCC are waiting
for the General Assembly to
fi.na.liJe the state budget which
will determine the future of
thia program.
Last month, Gov. Jones' budget propoaal recommended $5
million be given to PCC. UK
would contribute $1 rqillion
and PCC would have to raise

Get ready for agreat meal.!
~

1. Big Mac Meal
2.

Two Cheeseburgers

3.

Quarter Pounder w/ Cheese Meal

4.

Me Chicken Meal

5.

Me Grilled Chicken Meal

6.

Double Quarter Pounder
w/ Cheese Meal

107 N. 12th st.

Breakfast served 7-11 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

ACdeptedat

more schools
than you --were.

LET'S JUST SAY WE'.RE TALENT SCOUTS
If you see personal growth, early responsibility, leadership expertence and
postgraduate education in your future, we are interested in meeting you!

Math/Science/Physics Majors/MBA's, Medical School,
Nursing, Industrial Health, and Allied Health Science
Scholarships and Career Information will be available.
Place and Date: Feb. 15 &: 16 - Currls Center and Placement Office
Contact Point:

Placement Office, Ms. Pitman 762-3735 or Navy
Recruiting District Office at the telephone number
below

The Navy Health Care Team enjoys professional development, unique
benefits, and a rewarding lifestyle as Navy officers. Visit or phone your
nearest Navy recruiter for more information.

1.;800-777-NAVY(6289)

NAVY OFFICER.

You and the Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.

It's everywhere .
)OU~tobe:

